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PREFACE 

This history traces the evolution of missile logistics from 

1951 through 1959. In these nine years missiles developed from 

relatively crude expe rimental models limited in range to a few 

hundred miles into models capable of traveling almost one-third 

the distance around the world~ Each individual aspect of missile 

logistics- -supply, maintenance procurement, transportation. 

and production- ~in itself, provides enough material to justify a 

separate history, but the factors of time and space prevented 

the author from preparing such detailed accounts. Therefore, 

this history presents only some of the major milestones which 

occurred in the field of missile logistics and the management 

steps taken by the Air Materiel Command to meet the challenge 

L of these new weapons during the years from 1951 through 1959. 

The author gratefully acknowledges the cooperation and 

assistance rendered by the personnel of the Headquarters AMC 

Logistics Plans Division, Directorate of Plans and Programs. 

vi 
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L EARLY' LOGISTIC STUDIES AND PROJECTS 

Ha rvard Anal ysis of the ] 951 1952 
AF Logistics Svstem 

(U) With the Air Fo.rce expansion after the start of hostilitie s 
in Korea came the realization that a detailed survey of the USAF 
logistics system was necessary As a result, the Air Force asked 
Harvard University to make the necessary analysis., This request 
later became supplemental agreement No 1 to contract AF 33(038)-
19572 dated 22 June 195 L 1 A group from the Mobilization Analysis 
Center, Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, under
took the study and issued its final report in October 19520'* 

(S) The group made a comprehensive study of Air Force pro-
curement, Zone of Interior (ZI) and overseas base and depot 
stockage, packaging, transportation, and the time cycle from the 
decision to buy an article until its delivery to a unit It found that 
the actual consumption of spare parts was out of phase with pro
curemenL The long lead time**' required for the procurement of 
spare parts was a major factor which led to this condition.. It also 
found that, in some case s, a 100 year supply existed in some item s 
while shortages in other items plagued the systemo The group con
cluded that the system was both expensive and far from satisfactory. 2 

(S) In addition to its conclusions, the group made a number of 
recommendations to improve the system. The first of its recom
mendations covered the inventory and stock control areas o Some 
of the new procedures the group outlined for improving these areas 
called for storing. at operating locations varying quantities of 
items for which there was a frequent and predictable rate of use, 
storing only limited quantities of low-priced or medium-priced 
items for which no predictable issue rates could be developed, 

*' This report is often referred to as the Cherington Report, since 
Dr. Cherington served as Chairman of the group. 

** Time that elapsed from the initiation of procurement action until 
the receipt of the materiel in the Air Force supplY system .. 
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and for developing f'E-ntral stOC1<o locations for all other items and 
placing them under iltdividual control offices. They also called 
for the decentralization of stock control responsibilities for a 
limited family of items, and at the same time, increasing the 
span of control to include order.ing and buying. Finally, they 
called for establishing procedures so that more attention would 
be paid to qualitative consumption data, and creating a system 
so that item control would vary with value--the more expensive 
an item, the more contra] exercised O\lf'r it. 3 

(S) The group also called for the establishment of product 
managers for small families of parts .. It suggested that the Air 
Force experiment with using contractors as product managers .. 4 

(S) Other actions recommended by the group were buying 
only limited numbers of consumption and insurance spares at 
the time the Air Force ente red into production contracts (this 
became known as phased provisioning), allowing manufacturers 
to stock raw mate rials to decrease lead time, and entering into 
experimental contracts with manufacturers for establishing sep
arate spares producing facilities The group also suggested that 
the Air Force press for the development of electronic devices 
for handling data and information at bases and central stock con
trol points. use air transportation for moving expensive items, 
accelerate th~ development of large cargo aircraft. and press 
for the acceptance of the airlift concept within the Joint Military 
Transportation Committee (JMTC). 5 Many of these recommended 
actions the Air Force later adopted and they formed the backbone 
of its logistic system. *' 

Spare s Study Group 

(U) At the time the Harvard Group studied the Air Force logis-
tics system, the specific problem of high cost spare parts caused 
grave concern in Congre ss and the Air Force, 6 In an attempt to 
solve the problem, the Air Force created the Spares Study Group 
and appointedMr .. H. 0., King, an indu strialist, as its chairman .. 
This group started its work on 15 July 1952 7 

--------------.------ .. ---~~--------
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(U) After'1Jst f~,W months of work the Spdres Study Group 

\_ concluded that about 60 pe r cent of thi:' ai r era ft spa re part dollar s 
were spent for ai:lOut three per rpnt of the items The group out
lined a program for TPducing costs and rpcommended that the 
materiel command be organized along vertical rather than hori
zontal line s. B 

(C) TtlI:' first point in the grolJP's program for lowt"ring costs 
called for greater Air ForcE" control over the more expensive 
spare parts. 9 At the time, the Air Force exercjsed the same 
degree of control over all items regardless of cosL Air Force 
procedure gave a lO-cent item the same attention that it gave to 
a $500 item. NexL the group advocated the airlift of engines, 
since they and their spare parts accounted for more than 50 per 
cent of all funds spent for spares and sparE" parts., 10 The group 
felt that any cut in the length of the pipeline would re suIt in con
siderable savings" It pointed out that the savings would result 
from the purchase of fewer engines and from lower manpower 
and packaging requirements' 11 The group established a B-47 
service test program at Oklahoma City.. Air Force adoption of 
the program followed within a shor't pe riod of time" By the end 
of 1954 AMC conside red it a "part of the Air Force! s logistic 
modernization program .. 1112 This Hi-Valu Program-~as it 
eventually became to be called-was first applied to missiles 
in 1954 The first missile includE"d in the program by AMC 
was the GAR -1 (Guided Air Rocket) Falcon. The GAM-63 
(Guided Air Mi ssile) Rascal became thE" second one" ] 3 

(U] The organizational changes the group outlined in Janu-
ary 1953 called for a vertical rather than a horizontal (functional) 
organization of operating units within the Air Materiel Command., 14 
For example, offices would be organized according to special air
craft or engine projects rather than by such titles as supply> main
tenance" and procurement" The group felt that the efficiency 
produced by this type of organization fa r outweighed the disadvan
tages o 15 The Air Force later adopted this tvpe of organization in 
the WSPO (Weapon System Project Office», 
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Logisti(';:> for 1956 

(U) For some t::lm~ the Air Force recogmzed that, along 
with studying its logIstics systf.'m, :it had to develop new methods 
of support for the wE'apons In thE' planning and .research stage s ~ 

These new weapons, referred to as missiles, could never be 
considered complete until systE'ms for their support had been 
developed and tested. In January 19S2 - while the Harvard 
Group studied the logistic system~-Brigadier General W. T, 
Hudnell, Assistant for Logistics Plans, Deputy Chief of Staff" 
Materiel, presented to the Air Force Council a new concept of 
logistics called "Logistics for 1956, ,,16 The Council recom
mended approval of these new logistic concepts on 17 January 
1952; and, in February 1953, the Chief of Staff requested that 
they be carried out immediately. 17 

(U) The concepts General Hudnell outlined called for the 
elimination of pre stocking supplies overseas, r.educing the work
load at oversea depots, and a reduction of supplies in the pipeline. 
This would be accomplished by fast electronic requisitioning, 
simplified supply procedures" and airlifting of supplie s from 
the United States to the oversea bases~ This required changes 
and improvements in requisitioning procedures, communications, 
stock control, packaging, traffic management, and the use of all 
modes of transportation. 18 

Project Red Head 

(S) On 26 June 1952 the Air Force initiated a project to te st 
some of the concepts General Hudnell outlined in January. This 
project attempted to reduce the quantity of supplies in the pipe
line, and therefore costs" while at the same time improving 
logistic supporL 19 It involved the aerial resupply of engine s 
and electronic spare parts to a medium SAC (Strategic Air 
Command) bombardment unit deployed in England and operating 
under simulated combat conditions for a 90-dav period, 20 

(S) The 2nd Bombardment Wing consisting of 45 B-SOD 
and 20 KB-29P aircraft, was designatpd the tpst unlL Major 
General George WMundv wa s named pro,~ect di re dor The 
project actually started 011 10 .lulv J 952 and was completed on 
30 November" 21 
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(S) The pr "ina.! report concluded that the test "con
firmed the th€'on<~s dud demonstrated the practicability of those 
portions of the concept of 'Logistics for 1956' as were service 
tested, ,,22 The report indicated that; the service test should be 
continued within Air Force capabHity" It pointed out that the 
supply procedure s employed during the te st prov] ded adequate 
support to allow the wing to meet its commitments .. 23 

(S) In addition to its conclusions, the final report made 
three important recommendations.. First, it recommended 
that the Air Force formally approve the "Logistics for 1956" 
concept, Next, it suggested that Headquarters USAF approve 
and adopt a supply system that used improved management pro
cedure s and reduced stock levels, Third, it recommended that 
the Air Force place more reliance on manufacturers and air 
transportation. 24 

(S) Most of the project participants were convinced that 
the procedures used during the te st we re practicable, Some, 
however. questioned the validity of the results obtained during 
the project, Major General Joseph H.. Hicks, Commander of 
the 73d Air Depot Wing, was one of the se people, He stated: 25 

There is some doubt in my mind as 
to whether a universal "Redhead" would 
be as effective as the test case. Because 
of the high quality of leader ship in back of 
the test project, 1 am sure it received No .. 
lA priority. Any crash program that has 
a high priority can be put over more effec
tively than a general program unle ss the 
present AMC organization is heefed up or 
performs a lot better than it does now. 
Also, the "Redhead" system might not be 
so effective with units in the field less 
competent than the 2nd Bombardment 
Group. Furthe r .. as the system is totaH V 

dependent upon aerial transport, you must 
recognize that there are times when aerial 
transportation bogs down. 

(U) Brigadier General oseph C, A. Denniston, Acting 
Assistant Chief of Staff, USAFE, also felt that the experience 
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'('l':'ct was an inconclusive basis for develop-
1 sliu, toy stfCm 0 Genf'Tal Denniston! s arguments 

",1\ p,n:l.lkJed tn.ose of General Hicks, for he felt that the 

:. n:, 

i( ": ('()lIdnctf d "nn.der what might he called the most opti-
'it" ,",r' lim Llnc(-s" ,,2.6 In addition, General Denniston felt that 

d(i<1!11('! ,H'ch should be rnade in the area of depot mainte-
It' '.',( f."H{, 'i11PP support was modeled after the "Logistics 

"i(.11 (, pL 27 

Project Sun-Kist 

,r' iH 1 'h and 19:'2 the logistic system did not provide 
·.i Ie rn" n,;,pe.nH'nt controls over items, No single organiza-

In; 'i"d '-'U' plet,» duthoritv and responsibility for end items. 
>",,", ·"JP()<,<.:i.ible to place responsibility on anyone unit for 
I, I tlct' I:pporr, The final report issued by the Mobiliza-

I; i ,;\1",1 j" Ce:ot<'1* of Harvard University recognized the 
It'! ;l'ld (0 11 sted that tbe Air Force establish product 

;"") tf) I rnprove supply managemenL 28 Project Red 

j L "ni su ndica.t.t'd that reductions in pipeline time and quan-
,If 'itn(k cOiJld he obtained through improved management, 29 

lit ril 1953 Air Force headquarters directed that 
p"'d,, manaw'r concept be service tested o This test re-
" til, ! i /} Projf: ct Sun- Kist, but in August 1953 it was 

'l ;;Fd ~u thf' l'Advanced Logistic Planning Projecto 1130 Air 
,( 'f r Command (AMC~ established the project at Oklahoma 

'f' )vl.at, n.el Area (OCAMA) and selected the B-47 support 
'",,~ m aH th hV5t(:~m to teste The project was divided into 

~)llil<.Je ~ ,,! ndwas programmed to cove r an 18-month period. 31 
") 'w ,)f \'lw objecti'!'€:,s of thf.' test were to determine the following: 

': r;) Ow SCr)pf n'sponsihility and amount of control that the 
I,;'irhicl Olanag:er should possess; (2) the manager's relationship 
,<i'f\ "perating H.ruts and those agencies responsible for Il1ainte-

;>'('l Iu'ocllremc>nt, and storage; (3) the operating procedures 
he ",]ioWt',d the manager bases, and operating units; (4) 

:', of organiz,atioll necessary for supporting the product 
cur; and {5:, the best method for "identifying assets 

'1' '.IT)tl llc'.ms applicahle to a particular end itemo 1132 The 
. ,,~~' t twas dlscontJnl1E'd in May 1954 
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H. DE VELOPING THE NEW LOOK IN LOGISTICS 

Airlift 

P) T'h(~ Ai r Force's first practical expt"'rience with airlift 
ucs'nr.I'I"d In World War II when its planes flew the !tHump" be
t;,c c' h:..dia and China" Airlift ca me of age in 1948 with the 
He I'll C r'lSl So Final figure s showed that Operation Vittles had 
;~~,'j ft:~"'d more than 2 1/4 million tons of cargo into the German 
rH 0 The Alr Force l s next experience with a1 dift occurred 
riUr'Wl! tnt': Korean conflicL Supplies and troops were flown 

rn U:e Zone of Interior over the Pacific to Japan and from 
) .. ;';1 to Kort"'a Therefore, the Air Force learned to organize 

I, tnil d a.irH it operations long before the concept became an in
part of the new logistics program, 

The final report issued by the Mobilization Analysis 
.: .. ".1..11" of Harvard University in October 1952 advocated the 

q .. ;c of airlift for transporting expensive items., 2 The "Logistics 
i,lt ~.956rr concept and the statement of logistic objectives re
f"Cl",'d by the Deputy Chief of Staff, Mate in August 1953 

,'1 1 " ;i.dvo<:ated the use of airlift, but on a larger scale than what 
called for in the Harvard reporL 3 

/~ )TWD Air Force projects tested the airlift concept" 
r>t f, 1: Sky-.. Wavy a part of the Spares Stlldy' Group prograrn ll 

[,;:1 the economic feasibility of airlifting a ircraft engine s, 4 
n,;" were transported by air from overhaul and pro-

dn tlOn points to eight SAC (Strategic Air Command) bases, 
Thi:, p ro)ect, solely a domestic ope ration, proved that airlift 
ccnld (ut the engine pipeline from 135 to 77 days, 5 Sky- Way, 
i',n',.'p"er, r'f" stric'ted its airlift to high cost item s and those 
'.,fh1"1. completed a cycle - -items which were used, repaired, 
u \ d, repaired, and so on, Project Red Head involved the 
.. wud. re sll.pply of engines and elec.tronic parts to a bomber 

":~ stationed initially in the United State s and late r in England. 
'Th" p ec! also confirmed that pipeline time could be mate-
l ;·:1 reduced by airlift while improving the service rendered, 6 

normal supply cycle of 50 days was cut to about 11 days 
du i ill:; the project 7 

- 7 -
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(U) MATS {Milltarv Air Transport Servic~L one of the 
world's largest air transport operations, was formed on I June 
1948 to provide a single air transport system for the defense 
departmenL Creation of MATS marked the first time that two 
separate services !Air Force and Navy) were integrated into 
one permanent organization .. ·le While the Air Force organized 
and operated MATS, the Joint Chiefs of Staff controlled airlift 

. allocations, 8 

(U) By 1952 the Air Force discovered that it could not 
rely on MATS for required transportation and opinion varied 
on how to solve the problem, Some felt that a separate and 
distinct Air Force organization should handle Air Force trans
portation, but others felt that the solution lay in correcting 
MATS deficiencies 0 9 This latter group pointed out that the 
creation of a separate Air Force organization would only en
courage the other services to do the same" They felt this 
would provide duplication and unnecessary expense. 10 

(U) AMC first stated its official position on airlift at the 
USAF Air Transport Symposium held in October 1953" The 
command took the position that the airlift resources divided 
among separate Air Force units should be placed in a single 
organization. 11 AMC did not want to become an airline op
erator, but it did want guaranteed airlift so it could reduce 
pipeline time and logistics costs.. It proposed that reputable 
civilian air carriers, operating Air Force -owned ai rcraft, 
provide the Air Force's airlift,. These air carriers would be 
selected on a competitive bid basis, 12 After numerous studies, 
proposals, counter-proposals, and meetings, AMC received 
permission to inaugurate Mercury Serv.1ce (later called Logair), 
This airlift service, using carrier-furnished aircraft rather than 
Air Force-owned airplanes, started operations on 5 February 
1954,13 

(U) RAND, in a study completed in 1956" discussed the 
role of airlift in the light of the existing logistic s system and 

*' The Air Force unit was the Air Transport Command and the 
Navy unit the Naval Air Transport Command, 

- 8 -
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the one required for thE' decade of the 1960' S. II' This RAND study 
indicated that deployment rather tha.n routine re-supply generated 
the greatest demand for airhfto 14 It also repeated what many 
studie s and Air Force advocates of airlift had stated earlier" 
Firsty it indicated that airlift could greatly increase the respon
siveness of the logistics system .. 15 This increased responsive
ness formed an essential condition of any logistics system. Next, 
it stated that airlift could p.rovide economy- ·~·a second nece s sary 
condition for a logistics system and a primary Air Force goaL 16 
This economy would result from increased effectiveness, shorter 
pipelines. and reduced inventories.. RAND also indicated that the 
primary mission of any peace-time military air transport force 
was not transportation, but training and preparedness for the 
great surge of war-time demands, 17 

Weapon System Concept** 

(U) Many of the Air Force logistic sy stem studie s conducted 
during 1951, 1952, and 1953 advocated what later became known 
as the weapon system concept .. l8 The statement of logistic ob
jective s issued by the Deputy Chief of Staff, Materiel, in the 
summer of 1953 gave official recognition to this concept. 19 It 
emphasized close integration of planning, engineering, supply, 
procurement, and production functions throughout the develop
ment and production life of a weapon.. Under the concept, the 
people who designed, produced, and eventually used and serv
iced a weapon, started working together in the earliest phases, 
This group continued to function as a team throughout the te st
ing and production phase s of the systE'm" 

.!<; RAND is the common name applied to the Re search and De
velopment Corporation. The United States Air Force Dic
tionary describes RAND as If a nongovernmental, nonprofit 
organization" dedicated to research for the welfare and 
national security of the US .. " 

>}-:* A weapon system is defined in the Air Force Dictionary as 
If a total entity consisting of an instrument of combat (a 
single unit of striking power), such as a bombe r or a guided 
missile. together with all related equipment" supporting 
facilities, and service s. required to hri.ng the instrument 
upon its target or to the place where it carries out the func
tion for which builL II 

- 9 -
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(U) part of tt,£:, weapon system concept the Air Force trans-
ferred prime responsibility for the development and procurement 
of materiel to a single contractor. The Air Force moved in this 
direction because of the ever increasing complexity of weapons. 
In 1955 Major General David H.. Baker, AMC Dire ctor of Procure
ment and Production, explained it as follows. 20 

In the ten years since World War II, the 
performance of our weapons has increased fur
ther than they did in the 25 years between World 
War I and World War II Our operational speeds 
have tripled, our altitudes doubled and our fire
power increased ten fold. We have had to pay 
for thi s performance in greatly increa sed com
plexitv, much of which has re suIted from the 
rapid advancements in the state of art, the 
compactness of the air vehicle, and the greatly 
increased use of electronics" For example, all 
of you are familiar with the B-36 bomber. This 
aircraft was developed and produced under the 
earlier AF practice of individual component de
velopment and production. The airframe con
tractor was expected to assemble thf' multitude 
of components into the airframe and make the 
total system conform to all the applicable air
framf' and equipment specifications. Despite 
great efforts at correlation. the complexity of 
an rplane such as this is so great that nearly 
every type of equipment furnished to the B-36 
contractor had to undergo modification varying 
from minoT' adjustments to major de sign change s 
in order to perform as required. 

(U) At the samf' time, Gene ral Baker explained that the Air 
Force adopted the weapon system concept because it established 
single weapon responsibility" Too, the contractor could eliminate 
red tape, act quickly and decisively., and employ highly qualified 
people, Thi s allowed new weapons to be placed in the inventory 
faster than before, A secondarv advantage wa s that it allowed 
the Air Force to reduce the number of people it needed in the de 
velopment, procurement:" and production functions, 

- 10 -
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(U) General Baker- also pointf"d out that adoption of the 
weapon system ('oncept produced some disadvantages. One 
disadvantage was that the Air Force lost some control over 

II 

the aircraft industry. 21 Contractor m OVE:'ment of the devel
opment and production processe s into thei r own plants created 
a second disadvantage. 2,2 Thi s consolidation threatened to 
eliminate component manufacture rs and small business from 
the aircraft industry. This consolidation, in turn .. created a 
third di sadvantage - -concentra tion of the aircraft industry in 
a few cities. 23 This increased the industry's vulnerability to 
attack and forced funds to flow into just a few locations. A 
fourth disadvantage of the weapon sy stem concept was that it 
tended to destroy the Air Force's standardization efforts. 24 
Each contractor a ttempted to use only wha t he developed. 
Greater control and monitoring of contractors during the de
velopment of weapons, General Baker felt, offered the best 
means for overcoming the disadvantage s. 25 

(U) AMC had been organized originally to support the Air 
Force on a property class system of logistic responsibility. 26 
Along with this idea of specialization by class of materiel had 
grown up the method of staff control based on function. This 
control system originated at a time when the Air Force pos
sessed few models of airplanes but, by 1953, it had more 
than 40 types. Air Force Regulation 5-47" dated 29 Septem
ber 1953, defined the weapon system and gave AMC the 
re sponsibility for developing all support plans. 27 The weapon 
system project offices were establlshed two weeks later by Air 
Force Regulation 20-10, dated 16 October 1953. 28 

(U) AMC established the position of Deputy Commander 
(Weapon Systems)) in the Office of the Commander on 1 Septem
bel' 1954" 29 However, the Command made no major reorgani
zations as a result of the weapon system concepL It merely 
superimposed the weapon system offices on thE:" existing 
organization. 30 

AMC World- Wide Logistic Responsibilities 

(U) On 30 March 1953 Air Force headquarters directed 
AMC to study the concept of expanding the command's "juris
diction to overseas areas at sllch time as determined to be 
appropriate. ,,31 This occurred just a few weeks after the 
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Chief of Staff requested that the !'Logistics for 1956" concepts 
be carried out immediatelv, In its presentation, AMC suggested 
(but did not recommend) that both Z1 and oversea support be placed 
under one command, 32, 

(U) The presentation pointed out that the Air Force's logistic 
system had to be changed to keep pacE" with the new concepts, 
Some of these new concepts were futu T'€' wars would be global 
in nature American forces would be deployed over widely dis
persed areas. and the timing and location of a war would be in 
control of an adve rsary The logistic system, the refore, had 
to be versatile,adaptable economical. effective., and capable 
of absorbing losses and of recouping~ 33 

(U) The AMC study indicated that, under the existing logis-
tics system, it was difficult to control materiel sent overseas, 
Some specific difficulties AMC experienced were: world-wide 
production potentials and maintenance capabilities were unknown. 
oversea pipelines could not be controlled, oversea consumption 
data were incomplete and inaccurate" and procedures were not 
standardized. The study pOinted out that lithe theory of super
abundance is the only solution to thE' problem of providing ade
quate support for the Air ForcE' with the present logistics 
system,II34 It indicated that this type of support was not 
economi cal, could not be used to support widely scattered 
forces, and resulted "in stockpiling in one area and a shortage 
in another, 1135 Unification of the Zl and oversea logistic systems, 
according to AMC, would allow the Air Force to shift emphasis 
more easily from one thE'ater to another reduce shortages and 
excesses, simplify operations, speed supply actions and improve 
management, 36 

(U) The AMC plan set forth in the presentation called for the 
Zl logistics system to absorb the Northeast Air Command (NEAC), 
Alaskan Air Command (AACL and Caribbean depot support respon
sibilitie s as soon as possible.. The depots in Europe would be re
organized into three areas similar to the ajr materiel areas, 
Each area would report to the commander-in-chief of the theater, 
AMC would first set up a liaison offic€' in Europe, and, later, 
would establi sh an Ai r Logisti c s Force to replace the liaison 
office.. This Air Logistics Force would snpervise the three 
areas" Finally, AMC would bring the Air Logistics Force under 
its direct supervision" 37 Headqua rters fJSAF approved the plan; 
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andy on 1 J anua r,i 9 ')6 di re ctt"d that it be carried out, 38 In 1957 
AMC began to plan the phasE' down of European depots over a five 
year period., The command felt it would be able to support over
sea forces dirE'ct from the Unitf'd'States by 1962" 39 

Electronic Data ProceSSing 

(U) Ai r Force intere st in appl Ylng hi gh speE'd computers to 
its management and mobilization proble:ms began in 1947, In 1952 
Air Force headqua 17te rs re eei ved its UNI V AC" The statement of 
logistic objectives issued by the Deputy Chief of Staff, Materiel, 
in June 1953 called for the dE'velopment of new E'lectronic com
munications and data processing equipmenL In November 1953 
Air Force headquarters directed AMC to work with ARDC in de
veloping de ctroni c computer s. Headquarters USAF also directed 
AMC to conduct necessary service tests and develop a world-wide 
communications program utilizing elrctronlc equipmenL 

(U) In July 1954 HeadquartE'rs AMC received its UNIVAC, 
At thE' same time, the headquarters ordered e.lectronic equip-
ment for two other A MC organizations- - Memphis Air Force 
Depot and Oklahoma City Air Materiel Area (OCA MA) 0

41 AMC 
leased similar equipment in Fiscal Year 1956 for Dayton Air 
Force Depot, Topeka Air Force Depot, Sacramento Air Materiel 
Area (SMAMA), and San Antonio Air Materiel Area (SAAMA), 42 
Between August and November, 954 Headquarters AMC organized 
Logistics Data Processing De ve]opment, Offices in each depot to 
develop management te chnlqUe s for using the new electronic equip
ment,43 By May 1958 the AMC electronic development program 
reached the point where: it becamE" necessary for the headquarters 
to outline detailed procedure s fo:r' the use of the equipmenL 44 

New National War Concepts and Policies 

(S) Toward the end of ~953 the National Security Council 
appraised the nation! s defensf' needs and issued a directive which 
changed national policy" ~l This directive recognized that air
power .. combined with nlldear power. formed the prnnary force 

* See p. I5. 
j:< .. :< National Security Councll Directivf' 162/2, about December 

1953 .. 
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to be emploVE'd 1.n v, . .;; r H E"stabli shE'd the Air Force as the free 
world's first IUlt' ot dd~ns~, 41) Din'ctlve 162/2 also outlined 
nE"W concE:'pts of war. It eh.ml UdtF?(j the traditional build-up 
phase of war and rt'duced the dp(151Ve phas~ to 90 days,46 The 
build-up pha se of World Wa r II took from two and one -half to 
three years time, and the decisivE' phasE" about two years, 
While thi 5 (' onc~pt wa s not el,.ti re new, it did stre ss the need 
for quick Air Foree actIon HI thp a rea of logistic improvemenL 

(S) AMC, in reappral sinf! the log] sUe system in the light 
of the new concepts .. discovered that the support system was 
still geared to the old, Its analysis revealed that the command 
could not rE'ceive, process,. and del1vE'r all the required support 
during the 90-day dedsi ve phasf' , 47 To corTf'ct the situation, 
the AMC Council appointed th.e Assistant for Programming as 
its agent for orienting command directives to the new war con
cepts,48 The command also is~ued a directive which authorized 
all AMC components to notify the Assistant for Programming 
whenever any data were not compatible with the new concepts, 49 

New Log.!.stic Policies and Concepts 

(U) In February 1953. r the Chief of Staff directed that 
the Air Force implement thE" llLoglstics for 1956" concepts, the 
office of the Chief of Staff. MatE"rieJ began to develop a statement 
of long -range logi stic objectives .. 50 The se obJective s were cir
culated within Air Fo.ree headqua rtf'rs m June and July 1953" 
Lieutenant Ceneral Orval Ro Cook .. Deputy Chief of Staff, Mate
rieL requested that the ohJectives be considered official policy 
and that they be carried out as SOOn as possible" 51 The objec
tives were forwarded to AMC m August 19530 52 

(U) These object:ives po:inted out that the new logistic program 
the Air ForcE' planned to develop ha.d to have three characteristics 
not found in the existing ern" Fi t'st it had to contain a greater 
degree of flexibility" Ne~l(t. the nE"W sy stem had to allow close, 
selecbvf'. and continuous control over material.. Finally, it had 
to be mannf'd by high quallhr pE':r sonneL The Ai r Force planned 
to develop new rpCrlJjtl.rl~ and tran'ijn~ procedures for both military 
and civilian management ppr sonnel to~ attain thf> third cha racteristic" 53 

t U) The statement of 0(.)E'('1i yes outlined new Air Force pro-
curement. rrlanufacturing rjislnbution, and maintenance programs" 
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It also contai.ned ",}}~~( dlc actions for attaining the new program. 
In the area 01' procurement thf' Air Force wanted a sy.stem that 
allowed rapid, ac:curate, economical, and effective purchasing. 54 
Some of the spe cific actions listed for attaining this new program 
were testing and evaluating the product manager concept, creating 
a system which produc€'d more a ccu rate consumption information, 
and purchasing only limited spares at the time an aircraft or item 
is bought while postponing the purchase of the major portion of 
spares until ac curate requi rements forecasts could be made, In 
addition. the statement of ob,wctives called for concentrating man
agement attention on high dollar cost items" increasing the use of 
manufacturers ' facilities for thE": s"torage and shipment of equipment. 
making greater use of reparable items,. expanding the local purchase 
field, improving the quality of personnel, and reducing the high turn
over rate of military personneL 55 

(U) The prtmary aim of the new manufacturing system was to 
reduce lead time, One way the Air Force hoped to accomplish this 
was by encouraging manufacturers to stock long lead time raw mate
rials and semi-fabricated parts. 56 Another way was through the 
creation of special Ilshort order" facilities at manufacturers' plants. 57 
The se facilities would produce only spare parts, but would be capable 
of producing them rapidly. The statement of objectives indicated that 
the se "short order II plants could be used by the manufacture rs as part 
of their overhaul and repair facilities, 58 

(U) The goal of the new distribution system was rapid and effec-
tive support with a minimum of inventory investment and adminis
trative overhead, Before it could achieve this goal, the Air Force 
had to f'xert greater control over the funds invested in supplies; 
improve the flow informati.on, materiel handling, and transporta
tl.on; and centralize responsibilitv for specific classes, categories. 
or types of m or equipment.~ The statement of objectives outlined 
three other stE:"pS for attaimng the lITlproved distribution system. 
These werf' using manufacturers to operate the supply function, 
ut:ilizing ai r transportation. and developing new ele ctronic com
munlcatlons and data proc€'ssing equipmenL 59 

(U) The statement of ob}ecti \ft" s called for development of a 
maintenance system exercising grt:>ater control over the factors 
of time, quality. and funds c. 1 t called for increased reliance on 
industrv-~especially the original manufacturers--for maintaining 
item s that could be repaired on a "production line II basis" The 
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maintenance ohjE'c t v{-'s also called for moving the major portion 
of maintenancE' fro m thE' unit to the depoL ln addition, they called 
for the return of oversea depot mamtenance facilities to the Zone 
of Interior .. 60 

(U) In January and May 1954 Air Force headquarters outlined 
its logistics policies, The January policies called for greater Air 
Force use of contractor resources whenever "effectiveness, effi
ciency or economy will be increased thereby without impairing 
mobilization potential or combat effectiveness" ,,61 They also 
called for the development of a flexible logistic system, This 
flexibility was to allow thp system to expand and contract as re
quired by changing budgets and world conditions, Other policies 
listed by Headquarters USAF in January were as follows: 62 

Stimulating the deve] opment of improved 
communications and transportation systems 
and techniques to achieve more rapid, reli
able and responsive distribution consistent 
with need and cost. 

Emphas:izing the development of cost con
trol and reporting systems and techniques 
to bette r aid management in arriving at 
appropriate and timely decisions ,. 

Emphasis will be placed upon continuous 
improvement of coordination between R&D 
and logistic activities to increase the effec
tivene ss of 1 ogi sti c support of end product s" 

Stimulate the development of career logistiC 
personnel so as to effectively and economi
callv administe r the material program s of 
the Air Force" 

Avoidance of duplicatjon of Army and Navy 
facilitie s, resources or se rvicp s when Ai r 
Force needs can be satisfied through defini
tion of missions and inte r - service agreement. 

(U) On the whole '.' the May 1954 statement of logistics policie s 
repeated those pre sente d in Januarv" However, in addition to the 
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policy statements. HeadquartE"rs USAF pointed out that the pri-
mary responsibl1itv for modE"rni the logistics system rested 
with AMC., 63 It also requested that AMC start the modernization 
program at once and ·'that it be vigorously pursued, ,,64 AMC 
immediately incorporated the new policies into its operations 
planning guide and made the accomplishment of the new logistics 
program its number one objective" 65 By 1955 many of the rec
ommendations pre sented in earlier studie s formed a part of the 
AMC logistics program. 66 
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III. GUIDED MISSILE POLICIES» CONCEPTS» 
AND SUPPOR T PLANS 

Preliminary Missile Concepts 1951-1952 

(S) The Air Force missile program started during World War 
II, but was allowed to drift during the immediate postwar years. 
The Korean War produced only a slight acceleration and increase 
in emphasis. Evidence of rapid Russian missile progress in 1955 
aroused the United State s from its indifference" As a re sult, funds 
for the development and production of missiles were raised to one 
billion dollars for Fiscal Year 1957"] This amounted to an increase 
of 250 million dollars over 1955 missile expenditures, 2 By the end 
of 1955 the Fiscal Year 1957 procurement program called for 11, 184 
missiles--an increase of 4, 610 over the number ordered in Fiscal 
Year 19560 3 

Early Maintenance Concepts 

(U) AMC began planning guided missile maintenance concepts 
as early as August 1951. These concepts were based, in large 
measure, upon preliminary plans Headquarte rs USAF made in 
ApriL The plans indicated that Matador missile squadrons would 
perform their Own field maintenance, air launched missiles (Rascal 
and Falcon) would be integrated into the normal wing-base structure, 
and ground launched missiles (Matador, Snark, and Bomarc) would 
not be integrated into the wing-base structure, 4 

(Up Planning personnel within the Maintenance Division" Head-
quarters AMC, interpreted this to mean that the Air Force levels 
of maintenance established to fit the squadron-group-wing organi
zational plan could not be readily adapted to mis siles, 5 They felt 
Air Force headquarters wanted all missile units to be supported 
from the Zone of Interior" Their missile maintenance plan re-
duced the three normal levels of organizational, field, and depot 
.maintenance to two--organizational and depot. 6 The plan indicated 
this change became possible because guided missile units would 
contain a greater maintenance capability than other units, 7 This 
increased capability, in a sense, developed from missile complexity. 
Greater complexity demanded that only highl y skilled personnel-
those who would be able to perform a greater variety of repairs--be 
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assigned to mis5ilE> ,jnits, 8 Elimination of field maintenance, the 
\_ plan pointed out. Tf'duced costs conside rabl}' since a third set of 

expensive repair equipm.ent would not have to be purchased. 9 

(S) During this early pe riod the Air Force planned to store. 
missiles at two depots-- Warner Robins Air Materiel Area 
(WRAMA) and San Antonio Air Materiel Area (SAAMA), 10 Head
quarters AMC maintenance personnel recommended that three 
additional storage facilities be added to the original two, These 
three new depots were Ogden Air Materiel Area (OOAMA), Sacra
mento Air Materiel Area (SMAMAp, and Griffiss Air Force Base, 
Rome, New York .. 11 The five depots were to store, preserve, 
repair, and modify missiles, 

(UP AMC personnel outlined maintenance concepts for the 
Falcon" Snark, Bomarc, and Rascal missiles in October 19510 
The se individual concepts just as the general ones outlined in 
August, were based on the preliminary plans outlined by Head
quarters USAF in ApriL As late as June 1952., AMC still con
sidered all of the maintenance concepts it developed during 1951 
as temporary" at best. The command had no other choice since 
it received no firm planning information from higher authority, 12 
It based a great deal of the concepts on assumptions and estimates, 
This became ne ce ssary, the command pointed out, because Air 
Force headquarters did not establish firm missile budgets, op
erating programs, tactical concepts, and provided only incomplete 
missile deployment information, 13 At a logistics conference held 
at Headquarters USAF in June 1952, AMC personnel indicated that 
it was both "extremely difficult and dangerous" for the command 
to formulate ground rule s and as sumptions since!! de cisions re
garding strategIc concept must of necessity be made and may 
adve r-sely influence future Air Force actions, If 14 

(S» Falcon (GAR-I) Concepts, In April 1951 Air Force head-
qua rte rs .called for the deployment of nine F - 89D/ Falcon squadrons 
within the United States and three in Alaska. The maintenance con
cepts worked out by AMC to support these squadrons indicated that 
future Falcon production rates would equal the amount normally 
expended each month by the 12 squadrons AMC placed this pro
duction fi gure at 3,000 mis siles per month, 15 

(U} The concept indicated that Falcon mis sile s would be 
shipped in three air tight dehvdrated containers, One package 
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would conta:in the missile's forward section, the second container 
would hold the aft section including the rocket motor, and the 
motor 1 s igniter would be placed in the third package, Each of 
the containers, for safety reasons, would be placed in separate 
buildings. Normal storage time was estimated by AMC to be 
two years. No spare parts requirements were included in the 
concept since final figu res depended on the re sults obtained 
during Operational Suitability Tests (OSTL 16 

(U) This tentative AMC concept placed the heaviest mainte-
nance workload on the depot, 1t limited organizational mainte
nance to missile assembly and checkout, and the replacement of 
defective assemblies. The manufacturer (Hughes Aircraft Co. ) 
specifically designed the missile to facilitate component replace
ment at the organizational leveL This eliminated the requirement 
for large stocks of "bits and piecesl! at the unit. On the other hand, 
it required that the depot always be prepared to ship repaired com
ponents and new missiles to both Zone of Interior and oversea units. 
It also required that the depot provide special teams for modifying 
missiles stored at the squadrons~ 17 

(S» Maintenance of Snark (SM-62i, The April Headquarters 
USAF plans announced that two Snark squadrons were to be located 
in Maine. They listed October 1953 and April 1954 as the squadron 
operational dates. These plans also revealed that two additional 
Snark squadrons might be activated later and place d in the state of 
Washington,. 18 

(S) The maintenance concept indicated that each squadron 
required a total of 70 Snark missiles--20 operational and 50 in 
storage, The 50 stored missiles would provide the squadron with 
a 10-day supply, AMC expected each squadron to fire five missiles 
a day after the initial 20 were expended.. Close depot support would 
be needed to provide the squadrons with spare parts, components, 
and missile s, The squadrons located on the east coast would be 
supported by a depot located at Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome, 
New York and, if activated, those on the west coast by a depot 
located at Spokane, Washington.. These two depots would perform 
all necessary repairs and missile modifications. Special teams 
would modify those missile s located at the squadrons 0 19 

(S) Bomarc (lM-99) Maintenance., The Air Force planned to 
use Bomarc squadrons to defend industrial areas within the United 
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States. It indicated that the first three squadrons would be lo
cated near Buffalo, Boston, and Washington, D, Co It also 
disclosed that five additional squadrons might later be placed 
in the northeast section of the country, These squadrons would 
not ne ce s sarily be located on Air Force base s, but would re 
ceive their support from the closest base~ The Bomarc concept 
listed June and October 1954 as the operational dates for the 
first three squadrons. 20 

(S) Each of the three squadrons would receive 100 opera
tional missiles and be backed-up by an additional 150 missiles 
stored at Griffiss Air Force Base, New York, The remaining 
five squadrons, when activated, would receive missiles. How
ever, the concept recommended that the reserve missiles for 
the additional squadrons be stored at WRA MA and not Griffiss 
Air Force Base, Each Bomarc squadron would receive 27 
launchers -three flights in a squadron with nine launchers per 
flight., The squadrons would have a total of 27 mis siles ready 
for launch at all time sand 73 missile s in storage. The re serve 
missiles would be periodically inspected to assure that they were 
ope rationaL 21 

(U) Squadron maintenance would consist of only component 
replacement and livery minor repair s,," The depots would over
haul all missile components and provide teams to inspect those 
missiles stored at the squadron, All special test equipment and 
facilities would be located at the depoL 22 

(S) Rascal (GAM-63) Maintenance 0 Support of the Rascal 
posed few spe cia] problems, since the Air Force planned to 
use the missile with regular bomber squadrons. Normal supply 
and maintenance channels would be used by the Air Force to 
support the RascaL The AMC concept pointed out that Zone of 
Inte:r:ior squadrons would receive a 30-day supply of missiles 
with all reserve missiles stored at SAAMA. Those squadrons 
located overseas would receive enough missiles for a "maximum 
effort strike" and a 60-day supply would be kept at an oversea 
depoL 23 

(S) AMC planned to ShIP and store Rascals in five parts 
using sealed pressurized containers" Command personnel esti 
mated that the mis sile could be stored for five years. They also 
pointed out that a Rascal could remain fueled for 36 hours, but 
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after that time, squadron personnel would have to drain the fuel 
and recheck the missile, 24 

Ea rly Ma tador~ Support Concepts 

(U) AMC developed preliminary logistic concepts for the 
Matador -~the Air Force's first operational mis sile - ~,as early 
as November 1952 These early concepts outlined a support 
system which deviated somewhat from established procedure, 
since the new system called for direct manufacturer support 
of peculia r (contractor produced or controlled) items. The se 
items would flow from the manufacturer (Martin Company) to 
the using organization without entering the normal Air Force 
supply system" 25 

(U~ In addition to support procedure., the concept covered 
packaging, transportation, and mp,intenance" Howeve r, the 
only packaging requirement listed in the concept was that in
transit damage must be held to a minimum. It specified no 
particular packaging materials or methods, The concept 
stated that air transport would be used to move all items ex
cept those already in the Air Force supply system, but listed 
no spe cific airplane or procedure" In the area of maintenance. 
it required the contractor to perform all field and depot repair 0 

The concept proposed that Zone of Interior maintenance be per
formed at the manufacturer's plant in Baltimore, Maryland, and 
that oversea maintenance be accomplished by the contractor's 
technical representatives, 26 

(U) AMC studied the entire problem of missile support, with 
special emphasis on the Matador, at the same time that it wrote 
the TM-61 concepts. The command studied the problem in order 
to answer some que stions posed ea rHer by the Air Council and to 
generate acceptance of a new logistic concept which it felt would 
!!insure adequate and timely support" for missiles, 27 

(U~ The study fi rst emphasized that too often people over-
looked the restrictions under whi ch the military operated. The se 

'* The Ai r Force first COIlS ide red the Matador a bomber and 
called it the B-61,. It later changed the missile's designation 
to TM to signify tactical missile, 
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were the restrictions of too little money and too little manpower. 
'- It cautioned the Air Force not to support missiles with unrealistic 

and expensive systems, since this made it impossible to exploit 
the weapons fully and created the danger of pricing missiles out 
of the weapons market. The study pointed out that missile s could 
very easily be priced out of the market because their initial high 
cost was pushed even higher by the factors of poor accuracy and 
low reliability, 28 

(U) Two important factors, the study indicated, became 
readily apparent to AMC planners when they considered missile 
logistic support concepts. First, the planners discovered that 
the Ai r Force had not published any approved operational con
cepts for missiles, Next. they found that no information was 
available for determining mi ssile supply and maintenance re
quirements" The study warned that waiting for the necessary 
information only invited additional delay, It suggested that 
logistic implications be determined as soon as pos sible by the 
the best method available, but did not specify how this was to 
be done. 29 

(C) As for the Matador, the study pointed out that both 
Tactical Air Command (TAC) and United States Air Forces in 
Europe (USAFE) had submitted proposed operational concepts 
to Headquarters USAF. While these operational concepts did 
not quite agree. AMC assumed that the missile would be used 
immediately upon the outbreak of hostilities and would continue 
to be used until stocks were exhausted. The study's position on 
operational concepts differed from the one presented earlier by 
AMC personnel at Air Force headquarters. This new position 
indicated that the lack of operational concepts was not serious, 
The study stated it as follows: 30 

The lack of an approved operational con
cept and operational plan, however, is not as 
serious as it may seem. True" the logistician 
has been forced to make operational assump
tions in certain cases, but this is equally true 
with the majority of our conventional aircraft 
weapon systems ln this specific case, AMC 
and other agencies were given" piecemeal, 
broad directive s and bits of information. 
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The se, ta.kf'n togethe r, may be considered a 
logistic plan of sorts" Also, these agencies, 
to a large extent, have generated their own 
guidance in ce rtain critical areas 0 

The net re sult of this admittedly unor
thodox procedure has been the formulation of 
a generally accepted plan which will be outlined 
and then analyzed in light of the characteristics 
of the weapon and its probable techniques of 
employmenL 

III 

(C) This approach produced a Matador logistics plan based 
on the deployment of nine squadrons in Europe by the end of 
Fiscal Year 1954, The plan allocated 60 missiles, an estimated 
one -month supply, to each squadron, It also called for an addi
tional total of 810 missiles to be placed in the European supply 
depots., It established WRA1y1A as the Matador Zone of Interior 
depot and required that 450 missiles be stocked there before the 
end of Fiscal Year 1953, These plans outlined an oversea support 
system that ran from the squadrons through an air depot wing, 
through Burtonwood~ through the Zone of Interior depot, to the 
manufacturer" 3] 

(C) The AMC study indicated that an analysis of the support 
plan revealed certain weak areas" It pOinted out that the de sired 
squadron firing rate s could not be maintained with missile s stored 
at the locations specified in the plan" It emphasized that these 
rates could only be met if all missiles were kept at the squadrons. 
A second weak area, according to the study, was that, with planned 
production rates it would take the Air Force nine years to meet 
all supplv requirements, It also questioned the validity of estab
lishing storage facilities in depth when the re was actually little or 
no storage requirement" 32 

(C) The study proposed a Matador logistic concept based on 
"direct support, from manufacturer to user, completely deviating 
from our present support system, except for control elements 
essential to the logistic operation, ,,33 The essential features of 
this concept were as follows: (1) using air transportation for the 
movement of all items except initial issues of common squadron 
equipment; (2) distributing items from factory to user by the 
most direct route; (3) using both military and contractor personnel 
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for organizational maintenance and contractor personnel for 
field maintenancp; 4» providing common and pe culiar com
ponents. sub-assemblies, and individual items in kit form; 
(5) basing spare part quantiti~s on airlift pipeline time; (6) 
evacuating damaged it~ms from the squadrons by air, utiliz
ing most direct routes~ 34 According to the study, utilization 
of this proposed con.cept would re sult in a number of advan
tages" Some of th~ more important we re: 

L Operational units would no longer be tied to 
depots, This would allow greate r latitude in selecting opera
tional areas and greater flexibility, 

2" .Modifications could be completed faster and more 
efficientl y, Missile s would be located only at the unit or fac
tory and not throughout the pipeline, 

3, UR (Unsatisfactory Report) processing would be 
speeded, 

4, Spare quantities could be reduced, 

5, Costs for classifying and cataloging new parts 
would be reduced, Noncommon items would not be brought 
into the Air Force catalog system until all engineering changes 
were stabilized, 

6, The number of military personnel needed in the 
support system could be reduced and dive rted to ope rational 
areas,35 

tC) The study also revealed that the proposed concept 
might bE" subject to criticism because it relied on contractor 
storage and maintenance, This reliance would reduce the Air 
Force r 5 control over the support sy stem and deprive military 
personnel of new weapon t'know-how, II The study answered 
the loss of control problem as follows: 36 

I 

Regards m,ilitary control, the facts 
must be faced, The Air Force can no longer 
afford the luxury of absolute control and self 
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sustaining capability for these expensive end 
item s .. pa rti cularl y when support constitute s 
such a great percentage of that cosL Fur
ther, military control can be retained with
out the necessity of handling every nut and 
bolt and repairing every component and sub
as sembly, As a matter of fact, this principle 
of military control, if there is such officially 
stated, has been violated in seve ral instance s, 
Among those most easily mentioned are the 
Hughe s Company, performing contractor 
maintenance ontheE-1 fire control systems 
being used in Korea; several contractors pe r
forming maintenance on the components of the 
K-bombing system; and KLM in Holland, 
foreign nationals no less, who are or sOOn 
will be, performing aircraft overhaul. 

III 

It indicated that economy requirements ruled out the aspect of having 
"every man entirely familiar with the inner workings of the se new 
weapons 0" It also pointed out that the expense s involved in training 
military personnel and procuring extra equipment could not be 
accepted, considering the short service life of technically trained 
enlisted personneL 38 

Direct Contractor Support 

(U) At the end of 1952 the Munitions Board and Air Force 
headquarter s announced that maximum use would be made of com
mercial facilities for the support of Air Force weapons. These 
organizations officially sanctioned this policy in order to allow 
the Air Force to "accomplish workloads in exce ss of military 
depot capacityll and to "minimize military constructions .. 1139 
Headquarters USAF asked AMC to develop a Matador logistic 
system based on maximum contractor supporL Air Force head
quarters selected the Matador as its test weapon because it 
promi sed to be come the Air Force I s first operational missile, 40 

(U} A number of conditions developed at the time which led 
to the formulation of the contractor support concept. Some of 
the more important conditions were: (1) weapon systems were 
becoming increasingly complex .. (2) the logistiCS system was too 
unweildv for the weapon system concept, (3) new weapon complexity 
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made the cost of filling existing pipelines prohibitive, (4) the 
supply system!s large inventories and long pipelines produced 
inflexibility and slow responses, and (5) the maintenance sys
tem limited the Air Force's ability to support weapon systems 0

41 

(U) In March 1953 the Matador Weapon System Project 
Office (WSPO~ forwarded a copy of the interim TM-61 supply 
plan to the Martin Company" This plan disclosed that air 
transportation would be used to supply oversea mis sile units, 
and that trucks would continue to supply the Matador test pro
gram within the United States, It informed Martin that the 
company would be re sponsible for manufacturing, supplying, 
storing, and distributing those missile s and spare parts bought 
by the Air Force. 42 

(Up On 28 December 1954 Headquarters AMC authorized 
WRAMA to launch a one-year test of the direct support concept 
and specified 1 January 1955 as the starting date. 43 Through 
this service test, the command hoped to receive enough infor
mation to evaluate the effectiveness and quality of direct support. 
to dete rmine what methods could be used as standard practice for 
the support of all missiles, and to decide what changes or revi
sions must be made in the concept's procedures. 44 Under the 
conditions of the test, the Martin Company became responsible 
for supplying and maintaining only those items which were pro
vided by or through the company.45 All standard Air Force 
items were still provided and maintained through the normal 
USAF supply sy stern, 

(U) In September 1955" nine months after the te st started, 
AMC extended its span of life six. months beyond the original one 
year.46 This moved its completion date from 31 December 1955 
to 30 June 1956, While poor data collection methods produced 
unreliable information during the first part of the test, the last 
few months produced worthwhile results. 

(U) In October 1955--while AMC conducted the service test-
Martin representatives outlined a Matador support concept at 
WRAMA which placed all items under contractor controL 47 
WRAMA Commander Major General K. E, Tibbetts informed 
Headquarters AMC that he felt the Martin proposal conflicted 
with the Air Force policy of depot flexibility. since it eliminated 
the need for WRA MA maintenance facilitie s 0

48 General Tibbetts 
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indicated that adopt-jon of the Martin plan "would result in dupli
cation of stocks at contractor and Air Force facilities. ,,49 The 
general also maintained that expansion of the plan to other 
weapon system s would produce "a tremendous expenditure of 
monies for duplicating stocks .. lI50 Headquarters AMC notified 
General Tibbetts that the command planned to make no change 
in its original philosophy that Martin would be responsible only 
for company designed or controlled items" 51 The headquarters 
also emphasized that no artificial conditions must be introduced 
into the test program" . 

(U) Three months before the service test ended. Air Mate
riel Force, European Area (AMFEAL reported to Headquarters 
AMC that the direct support program was unsuccessful and rec
ommended that the contractor's oversea facilities be eliminated 
at the end of the te st. 52 A MFEA stated that the program I s 
failure "is not attri.butable to fallacies in the concept but lies 
instead in the implementation which has never tested the 'man
ufacturer to user' system, lI53 WRAMA's report, issued at the 
test's conclusion in July 1956, took a position exactly opposite 
the one held by AMFEA. The WRAMA report maintained that 
contractor support was both efficient and economicaL 54 How
ever, it did point out that a high degree of Air Force control 
must be maintained over the system at all times, The report 
recommended that the Air Force continue to base Matador 
logistics on direct contractor supporL 55 

Development of an Air Force
Contractor Support Policy 

(U) The Air Force attempted to develop an acceptable con-
tractor support policy throughout 1957 and 1958. In June 1957, 
one year after the Matador service test ended, Headquarters 
AMC outlined its missile support plans to the Chief of Staff and 
issued a policy statement to its field units, AMC notified the 
Chief of Staff that it planned to continue supporting first line 
weapons with Air Force personnel and facilities, It described 
its missile support plan as follows' 56 

ao Contract logistic support will normally 
be used in thE': research and development 
stage with the AMC maintaining an !tover 
the shoulde rtl surveillance" 
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b" As the weapon phases into production for 
inventory, the AMA will normally phase 
into the logi sUc support with contractor 
assistance so that the AMA/Depot com
plex has the capability to logistically 
support our first line weapons during 
their operational stage. 

c" As the weapon enters the obsole scence 
phase, contractor support will be de
pended on for that portion of logistic 
support which must be phased out of 
our AMA/Depot system to provide suffi
cient resources for additional first line 
weapons coming into the Air Force 
inventory, 

III 

(U) The command assured the Chief of Staff that it did not 
intend to make a sudden transfer when shifting support responsi
bilities" It indicated that it would use contractors when the re
quired support went beyond Air Force capability and when it 
became evident that the contractor could support a missile more 
economically than the Air Force, 57 Headquarters AMC merely 
repeated the program it outlined for the Chief of Staff in its policy 
statement to the field" 58 

(U) In 1958 Congre ss became intere sted in the Air Force's 
policy on contractor support, Lieutenant General Clarence S. 
Irvine, Deputy Chief of Staff, Materiel, became alarmed over 
statements made by some Congressmen which indicated they 
would exert pressure to increase the amount of Air Force work 
performed by civilian contractors, General Irvine informed 
AMC that he thought it unwise for the Air Force to establish a 
missile support capability (referred to as in-house support) 
immediately in light of (a) the diminishing depot workload 
brought on by streamlined ope rations and the introduction of 
missiles, and (b) the rapid obsolescence of missiles and test 
equipment. 

(U) The general pointed out that, on several occasions, 
members of the Appropriations Subcommittee inquired about 
the level of depot overhead costs" This meant, he indicated, 
that the Air Force would probably have to justify the existence 
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of its air materiel areas, General Irvine suggested that, be
cause of the circumstances" the Air Force immediately re
evaluate its depot maintenance capacity,59 

(U) AMC received a missile support policy statement from 
General Curtis E, LeMay, Vice of Chief of Staff, on I March 
1958. The Vice Chief of Staff indicated that he did not consider 
it feasible or economical to expend large sums of money and 
manhours to achieve an "in-house" capability when only a few 
missiles of each type would enter the Air Force inventory. At 
the same time, the general stated that the Air Force must not 
delay the development of its logistic support plans until the 
mis siles met all flight requirements" To solve the problem. 
General Le May called for contractor support of pe culiar items 
until the mis sile program stabilized and the Air Force gained 
support experience, The general indicated that the Air Force 
would change to "in-house" support only when it could provide 
"better support at lower cosL II He suggested that AMC con
tinuously evaluate each mis sile weapon system and "when 
conditions indicate the desirability of establi~hing an 'in-house' 
depot capability for peculiar items and equipment, appropriate 
plans and recommendations be forwarded to this headquarters 
for review, ,,60 General LeMay also informed AMC that all 
future missile logistic concepts published by Headquarters 
USAF would reflect this policy, 61 

(U) Personnel within the Headquarters AMC Logistic Sys-
tems Planning Division analyzed General LeMay's policy. 
According to this analysis, the policy limited the command's 
effectiveness, and probably more important, would eliminate 
its ope rating supply and maintenance activities by 1970, The 
analysis indicated that the policy, because it called for con
tractor support of pe culiar items, placed manufacturers in a 
better position than AMC for supporting operational units with 
mobile maintenance teams, This requirement allowed the con
tractors to develop weapon experience and maintenance skills 
long before the command, It also made it difficult for the 
command to support these items when they became common. 
The analysis predicted that the contractors would be able to 
show that they could support common items cheaper than 
AMC.62 
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(U) The Vice Chief of Staff I s policy also prevented AMC 
from establishing an "in-house" capability until it could provide 
better support at lower cost" This meant, according to the anal
ysis, that the command had to wait until the Air Force committed 
itself to large quantity purchases" In the meantime, the con
tractors would have established support capabilitie s and it would 
be difficult for AMC to justify the creation of duplicate facilities. 63 

(U) The policy analysis revealed that personnel within the 
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Materiel, felt that lithe AMC 
has been prone to select missiles for 'in-house' capability be
cause of a desire to create AMC workload rather than on the 
basis of the best and least expensive support system, 1164 It 
pointed out that Headquarters USAF cited the creation of in
house support capabilities for the Mace and Snark missiles as 
examples of poor AMC judgemenL 65 

(U) In the middle of March 1958, Major General M, D. 
Burnside, Director of Maintenance Engineering at Headquarters 
AMC. outlined for As sistant Secretary of the Air Force Dudley 
C .. Sharp the command's views on the Air Force maintenance 
policy" General Burnside informed Secretary Sharp that the 
Air Force fldepot work force is used to accomplish work projects 
which will contribute most to a full tactical capability in the event 
of an emergency·, 1166 The general indicated that, simply stated. 
the command required first line equipment to be maintained by 
the Air Force, and second line equipment to be maintained by 
contractors. He explained that there were certain exceptions 
to this general rule. Under all of the exceptions. however, 
work moved from the Air Force to contractors and never in 
the other direction, Some of the examples listed by General 
Burnside of maintenance which moved to contractors were: (1) 
work the Air Force considered excessive to maintaining an ade
quate readiness capability .. (2) work requirements which exceeded 
depot capabilities, (3) work which required prohibitively expen
sive tools, equipment, or facilities" and (4) work which required 
spe cial skills not found in the Air Force" 67 

(U) The general summed up the advantages of the Air Force 
maintenance policy for Secretary Sharp as follows: 68 

The USAF pOlicy,. as presently stated, 
allows the flexibility which the Air Force 
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must ha ve in making decisions as to whether 
a given workload will be accomplished within 
our depot system or placed on contracL Mil
itary requi rements should be a prime consid
eration in the deci sion as to where maintenance 
will be accomplished, Since weapon systems 
are vital to the operational mission of combat 
forces success or failure may well depend 
upon the responsiveness of the depots to mil
itary need, The importance of this respon
sivene ss is be st illustrated during the Suez 
emergency when SAC terminated all aircraft 
input to depot and contract facilities, OCAMA 
and SAAMA had the flexibility to di~~rt their 
technical skills to SAC bases to accomplish 
essential area support work. 

III 

(U) AMC issued a new logistic support policy to the air materiel 
areas and depots on 19 March 1958, '* This poliCY stated that the de
cision as to whether AMC or a contractor would support a weapon 
system depended on the result of two factors weighed against each 
other,69 These were (a) the risk involved in delaying support plan
ning until the weapon proved itself, and (b) the using command's 
requirement for continuous support (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) 
once the weapon entered the Air Force inventory. The policy indi
cated that large sums of money would be invested in a weapon only 
after it showed "good growth potential, excellent operational capa
bilities, and a long first line life, ,,70 

(U) On 2 April 1958 General Rawlings, AMC Commander, in-
formed the Vice Chief of Staff that his February policy statement 
was "a timely confirmation of the policy we have pursued in pre
paring AMC for the missile era, ,,71 General Rawlings assured 
General LeMay that support of those missile s which might become 
obsolete would remain the contractors re sponsibility" The AMG 
Commander also assured General LeMay that the command (1) 
developed "in-house" support capabilities only for those missiles 

,which were important to the nationP s deterrent force, (2) used 
only approved Air Force program figures for determining the 

'le Headquarter s A MC is sued its first policy statement to the field 

on 28 June 1.957, See pp, 28-29, 
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number of missilt- 5 entering the inventory, and (3) delayed the 
commitment of funds for Itin-house" support until the Air Force 
made its final recommendations~ The last factor, General 
Rawlings pointed out, allowed the Air Force to delay final deci
sions as late as possible without jeopardizing support plans and 
allowed all of the late st program information to become available 0 

General Rawlings informed Genera.! LeMay that AMC had amended 
its policies to assure thei r "consonance with the policy guidance 
contained in your letter of 28 February,1172 

(C) Just two months later, in June 1958, Headquarters USAF 
asked AMC to revise its proposed Quail (GAM-72) and Snark 
(SM-62) logistic plans, Air Force headquarters notified the com
mand that both plans violated Air Force policy since they called 
for "in-house" support. Headquarters USAF pointed out that the 
Quail program had not stabilized, nor was there enough support 
information available to justify "in-house" support. 73 The small 
size of the Snark program prevented it from being considered 
eligible by Headquarters USAF for "in-house" support. 7 4 

(S) During the same month the AMC Commander, in a letter 
to General Irvine, indicated that there appeared to be a lack of 
understanding "within the Air Force on the kind of logistics struc
ture towards which we should be building. ,,75 General Rawlings 
expressed concern over the fact that he and General Irvine, while 
they agreed on general policy, apparently differe.d on how the 
Air Force was to carry out this policy, He again repeated the 
AMC arguments that military considerations should come first 
in determining how a weapon system should be supported and that 
it was too great a risk to depend on contractors alone for first 
line weapon support. 76 

(U) An AMC study on the risks inherent in contractor support, 
completed in July, pointed out that industrial dependability could 
be disrupted by factors other than labor-management disputes, 
It indicated that effective logistic support depended on effective 
management controL It indi cated that effective logistic support 
depended on effective management and that this management was 
subject to rapid change through corporate raids and the assump
tion of control by foreign groups. The study emphasized that 
changes through either method could easily be accomplished 
since corporate raiding was an accepted business practice and 
finance tended to be inte rnational in characte r, It concluded that 
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disruptions could not be tole rated in those areas of logistics which 
were necessary to guarantee instant operational readiness" 77 

(U) A Headquarters USAF missile supply policy forwarded 
to General Rawlings in August allowed AMC to determine whether 
contractor or Air Force depot facilities would be used, It only 
asked that the command, before making its decision, consider 
the factor s of (a) locating the supply site next to the maintenance 
site and (b) transportation costs" 78 

(U) In October 1958 the Air Force approved a maintenance 
support policy written by AMC for insertion into the USAF Mate
riel Guide, 79 This maintenance policy introduced the expre ssion 
"best mix" into the logistics vocabulary, and,used it to describe 
a compromise support program. '* It dealt with the problem of 
Air Force vs contractor support as follows: 80 

Matador 

Planning for the support of a given 
weapon must be kept flexible and not com
mitted too early to hard and fast policies 
of either AMC depot or contractor support, 
The "best mix" will be dete rmined in each 
individual case, based on detailed consid
eration of its own me rits" The "best mix" 
doe s not pre elude consideration of either 
all depot support or all contractor support 
where it is evident that one of these courses 
of action is the sounde st approach, all things 
considered" 

The Earl y Guided Missile s and Their Support 

(U) In December 1952 Headquarters USAF approved the Matador 
logistic concepts worked out by it and AMG during the preceding 
months. ** At the same time, Air Force headquarters asked the 

'* The policy statement defined "best mix" as "the term used to 
de scribe the apportionment or division of depot level repair 
work between depot and commercial facilitie so" For a fuller 
discussion of this policy, see ppo 64-660 
For these concepts, see pp, 22-24, 
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command to prepare detailed support plans based on these con
cepts,81 AMC published the approved logistic plans in March 
1955,82 

(C) The command's plan described a support system in 
which the prime contractor maintained and supplied those items 
that it designed and manufactured" It designated the Glenn L. 
Martin Company'" (the prime manufacture r) facilitie s at Middle 
River, Maryland, as the off-base storage point for new parts 
and components, and as the maintenance center for those pe
culiar items returned for repair from oversea units, 83 

(C) This plan established two separate supply systems for 
the oversea .Matador: units, One system dealt with standard or 
common Air Force items, while the other dealt with those items 
designed and controlled by Martin and used only with the TM-61, 
In the case of standard Air Force equipment, requisitions and 
returning items followed normal Air Force supply channels, 
For the second group, or tho'se items controlled by Martin, 
the operational units submitted their requisitions by the fastest 
means available directly to the contractor, The required item s, 
if available at Martin, were sent direct from the contractor to 
the using organization by premium transportation, usually by 
air,84 This system was referred to as the" source-to-user" 
concept, 

(C) The maintenance program outlined in the AMC logistic 
plan, just as the one for supply, consisted of two separate phase s: 
(1) support of standard Air Force items, and (2) support of pe-
culiar items, The operational commands in the case of common 
Air Force items, became responsible for unit, field, and depot 
maintenance.. The logistic plan required those units which 
actually used the missile to maintain both common and peculiar 
items at the organizational and field levels, However, the plan 
restricted this maintenance to that which could be done by using 
only authorized squadron equipment and personneL The con-
tractor became re sponsible for all depot level maintenance on 
peculiar items,. Therefore, Martin had to assign personnel ?-nd 
maintain repair facilities both in the Zone of Interior and overseas, 85 

.}: The name of the firm was late r changed to the Martin Company" 
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(U) In Febrllary 1958 Headquarters WRAMA published a 
Matador logistic plan to replace the one written by AMC head
quarters in 1955,86 This new plan, however, incorporated 
almost all of the support procedures used in the plan it replaced, 

Rascal (GAM-?3) 

(U) The Rascal, a rocket propelled air-to-ground missile, 
was manufactured by the Bell Aircraft Corporation. The missile 
was capable of car rying a 3,000 -pound nuclear warhead 90 nautical 
miles at a maximum speed of Mach 2,95" A director aircraft 
(DB-47)* carried the Rascal to within 90 nautical miles of a 
target, Some of the principal dimensions of the missile's air
frame were: over-all length, 32 feet; maximum outside body 
diameter, 4 feet; horizontal span, 17 feet; and height, 12,5 
feet, 87 

(U) The Rascal mis sion was the destruction of pe riphe ral 
targets having strong local defenses, When possible, the missile 
was to be used as an initial attack weapon, With the Rascal, the 
Air Force hoped to keep manned aircraft losses at a minimum 
when attacking well defended targets, However, the missile 
could only be used against those targets which presented well 
defined rada r returns, 88 

(U) Bell completed the first Rascal in July 19510 When 
Headquarters USAF cancelled the program in December 1958 
the Air Force had contracted for a total of 136 missiles and 
received 131 89 

(U) AMC released its proposed Rascal support concept 
during a meeting held at the contractor's plant on 3 February 
1954, At the time, the concept did not reflect official Air 
Force oplnlon, This occurred because the command had not 
coordinated the concept with the Air Staff prior to its release 0 90 

(U) Bell had delivered only 16 missiles when AMC released 
its concepL As a result, very little Rascal information was 
available and command personnel had to base the concept on 

*' Both the B-36 and B-47 airplanes were to become carriers, 
but the system finally evolved as a Rascal/B-47 combination. 
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certain assumptions,. First., the concept assumed that the Rascal 
would develop from the Research and Development (R&D) and Op
erational SUltab:ility Test lOST) stages into a combat ready system 
within military reqlii:rf'ments~ Next, it assumed that the R&D and 
OST program s would provide te sted missile s, dire ctor aircraft, 
ground handling and test equipment, engineering data, and allied 
support in time so all could be properly integrated into a combat 
weapon system, Third, it assumed that all missiles would be 
produced in "blocks of uniform configuration, with maximum 
interchangeability and compatability within blocks, ,,91 

(U) The concept indicated that the Rascal supply system 
would use only the most advanced distribution and property 
accounting methods, In addition, it pOinted out that economy 
and restricted numbers of spares made it mandatory that all 
assets be used efficiently, It also stated that all oversea Ras
cal units would be supported" after initial stockpile s were 
established, by the method s outlined in the "Logistics for 1956 n 

cOllcepts, 92 

(U) The Rascal maintenance program outlined by the pro-
posed concept consisted of five main points, These were: (1) 
common items would be repaired within the established Air 
Force maintenance organization, (2) organizational maintenance 
would be performed by the using unit within its capabilities, (3) 
facilities for the repair of peculiar items would not be placed 
between the organizational and depot levels of maintenance, (4) 
AMC would determine to what extent contractor facilities and 
capabilities would be used at the depot level. and (5) AMC did 
not foresee any need for oversea depot facilities, 93 

(U) A Me devoted a portion of its concept to the operational 
conditions unde r which it felt the support system would have to 
operate,. Some of these conditions were: (1) both B-36 and B-47 
aircraft would carry the Rascal;"'*' (2) B-36 squadrons would 
operate only from the United States, while B-47 squadrons 
would operate both from ZI and oversea bases; (3) each B-36 

See p, 4. 
The Air Force eliminated the B-36/Rasca1 squadrons in 
June 1955, 16 months after the command released its 
concepL 
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squadron would consl st of 10 aircraft and 45 missiles; and (4) 
each B-47 sQuddron would have 15 airplanes and 45 missileso 94 

(U) AMC prepared a preliminary Rascal supply plan early 
in 1954- -at about the same time that it released its proposed 
concept, This plan just as the Matador plan, called for two 
supply sy ste rus -~a new contractor organization and the e stab
Hshed Air Force svstemo 95 The plan created the contractor 
support system only to supplE'ment, not to replace, the exist
ing Air Force organizationc In May 1956 AMC adopted the 
system described in the preliminary plan as the Rascal sup
port progranL 96 

(U) Air Materiel Command completed a preliminary main-
tenance plan (dated 15 February 1954) at the same time that it 
finished the supply plan, The maintenance system described 
in the plan called for organizational, depot, and only limited 
field maintE'nance ~ The plan indicated that maintenance at the 
depot level could be performed contractually or thr ough normal 
Air Force facilities, 97 

(U) In May 1956 AMC prepared an official Rascal logistic 
pla.n, This plan indicated that, generally, only two levels of 
maintenance would be used for peculiar items, The mainte
nance program outlined in the plan closely re sembled the 
Ma tador system, because it, too, consisted of two phase s
support of common Air Force items and support of peculiar 
items .. 98 In the case of the Rascal, however, the plan also 
provided for the repair and overhaul of director aircraft, 
It pointed out that the di rector aircraft would be repaired 
at the samE'" depots as conventional aircraft of the same 
model. It also indicated that contractor maintenance would 
be used for at least one yE'ar. or to the completion of OST 0 

This, the plan stated, would enable the Air Force to evaluate 
contractor support and recommend either its continuance or 
discontinuance.99 The logistic plan prepared by the Middle
town AMA in October 1956 and thE' logistjc plan written by the 
Oklahoma City AMA in 1958., in largE' measure, merely dupli
cated the .rnalntenance system de scribed in the earlier Head
quarte rs A MC plan .. 100 

(Up AMC originally considered a two-container system for 
transporting thE' RascaL HowE'ver, the command subsequently 
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realized that the factors of weight and size made the two
container method un.practicaL 101 The preliminary AMC supply 

plan indicated that a van used both as a packaging and transporta
tion vehicle appeared to be the most advantageous method for 
moving the mis sile, 1 02 

(U) In the summer of 1954 SAC recommended that initial 
supplies of Rascal missiles be ai rlifted to operational units and 
it suggested that the B-50 airplane be used as the ferry aircraft. 103 
AMC, in its logistic plan of May 1956, adopted air ferry of as
sembled Rascals by B-50 airplanes as the primary mode of 
transportation for the mis sile" The command also outlined an 
alternate and emergency transportation system. The alternate 
m.ethod consisted of dividing the missile into four parts, mount-
ing the parts on skeletal supports, and carrying them in a C -124 
airplane or Trailmobile van, The emergency method called for 
attaching an assembled missile to a director aircraft which 
ferried it to its destination, 104 

The Falcon (GAR -1)- -Development of 
Missile Weapon Support Management 

(S) The Hughes Aircraft Company manufactured the Falcon 
missile--a small"~* supersonic air-to-air guided rocket. This 
missile was designed for use under all-weather conditions 
against subsonic and supersonic bombers at altitudes from 
5, 000 to 50, 000 feet, 105 The Air Force planned to place the 
missile on defense jnterceptor aircraft as part of their arma
ment. While the initial AMC Falcon maintenance concept 
written in 1951 specified only the F-89D airplane as a carrier, 
the Headquarte rs USAF logistic concept of August 1954 expanded 
the number of carriers to include the F-89H, F-I02, and all future 
ADC (Air Defense Command) interceptors, *** 106 

*' Guided Air Rocket. 
,*,.*, The mi ssile! s dimensions were as follows: 

length - 77.8 inches 
diameter - 6.4 inches 
span - 20. 0 inch€' s 
weight - 125 pound s 

~,,*y~ By January 1957 Hughes produced a total of six different Fal
con models. These were the GAR-I, GAR-lD, GAR-2, GAR-
2A, GAR - 3, and GAR -4 The January 1957 San Bernardino 
AMA "Falcon Logistic Plan" listed the following airplanes as 
carriers: F-89J, F-89H, F-lOlB, F-I02.A, and F-106A, 
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(U) In the ]att~r pa rt of 1953 SEA MA learned that it would 
become the pruDe depot for the Falcon missile" SBAMA per
sonnel determinE"d that the m] SSilE. because of its complexity. 
would have to be depot repaired during the life of first produc
tion itemso They felt that the entire missile would have to be 
returned to the- depot wheneve r parts required repair" 107 How
ever, they soon changed their minds and decided that personnel 
in the field could remove majo.r components from the missile 
and replace them with servi~eable units, 108 The Headquarters 
USAF logistic concept, published in August 1954" also called for 
field replacement of defective components, 109 

(U~ In August 1954 and February 1955 SBAMA asked Head-
quarters AMC for permission to control all spare items and 
support equipment peculiar to the missile" 110 At the time, 
SBAMA controlled 750 of an estimated 1100 items in this cate
gory, The ai.r materiel area informed Headquarters AMC that 
its concept of prime control by a depot encompassed "world
wide budgeting, funding, requirements, procurement, storage, 
and distribution responsibilities, tllli This type of control, 
SBAMA indicated, would greatly assist the AMA in providing 
world-wide Falcon logistic support and would simplify provi
sioning procedure s, 112 

(Up MaJor General F, J. Dau, Director of Supply at Head-
quarters AMC, granted SBAMA the reque sted control authority. 113 
(".tene ral Dau, while he recogmzed that the new concept might pro
duce difficul t problems, asked SBAMA to work out all neces sary 
plans and procedure 5 for implementing the prime control concept. 114 

(U) On 27 and 28 April 1955 SHAMA personnel presented their 
plan to Headquarters AMC and weT!" informed by General Dau that 
the plan was acceptable to the Headquarters, 115 The plan pointed 
out that, under the existing system of commodity class manage
ment, no one logistically managed end products, since managers 
tended to place emphasis only on those individual items for which 
they were responsible, } 16 As a result, the plan indicated, support 
of tactical umts was both inadequate and untimely. 117 

(U) Under the SBAMA plan the prime depot would budget. fund, 
initiate procurement, catalog, identify, store, distribute, and dis
pose of all pE:culiar and common spares and support equipment 
(test and ground handling equipment and special tools), All using 
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activities" re rdh-'ss of location" would submit their requisitions 
for equipment and spare s to the prime depot, The depot, in turn, 
would schedule and arrange for the equipment! s shipment back to 
the using organization~ 118 

(U) In the arpa of provisioning, according to the plan, the 
prime depot would organize and conduct all procurement con
ferences for spare parts, special tools) and test and ground 
handling equipmento The prime depot would send its require
ments to the depot responsible for the individual items (prime 
commodity depot) In the case of common items only, the 
quantity recommended for pll rchase would be submitted for 
screening to the prime commodity depot, If procurement be
came necessary, the commodity class depot would initiate 
procurement: and arrange for the delivery of items and quan
tities according to schedules provided by the prime depot, 
The commodity class depot would arrange for the delivery 
of items from stocks if assets on hand indicated that procure
ment was not necessary, 119 

(Up Other specific duties to be performed by the prime 
depot, according to the SBAMA plan, were (1) to compile and 
maintain a list of the items to be controlled by the depot, (2) 
to develop, furnish, and defend budget estimates in the 150 
fund series (procurement of complete guided missiles) pre
sented to Headquarters AMC, (3) to develop, furnish, and 
defend budget data presented to the applicable commodity 
class depots in the 200 fund serie s (major procurement othe r 
than aircraft) and 400 fund series (maintenance and operation), 
(4) to sou ree code all items manufactured by the prime con
tractors and vendors, (6) to control the distribution of all 
peculiar and common support items and spares, (6) to main
tain all balance and consumption reports for peculiar and 
common items~ and (7) to process and dispose of all excess 
materials. 120 On 20 May 1955 Headquarters AMC informed 
all air materiel areas and depots that SBAMA was authorized 
to establish stocks, store and distribute both peculiar and 
common items (irrespective of property class) used in direct 
support of the Falcon, 121 

(U} The SBAMA Directorate of Supply and Services im-
mediately organized a Missile Di'-;rision which began to operate 
on 1 July 1955, SBAMA created this new division because it 
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wanted an office thaI would be free to concentrate on Falcon 
\,_ supply problemso However, the division exercised no direct 

transportation or packaging control over the Falcon. 122 

(U) In January J 955 Headquarters AMC granted SBAMA 

III 

the authority to allocate Falcon missiles, This action allowed 
the Missile Division to assign specific missiles according to 
its schedule s, One of the major problems the division encoun
tered when assigning missiles was that if often did not receive 
accurate programming data or program revisions, The lack 
of this information upset aU of the divisionis plans and schedules. 
Too, the division did not re ceive monthly Falcon requirements 
prior to provisioning conferences. As a result, the division 
bought either too few or too many spares. l23 

(Up In September 1955 representatives from the SBAMA 
Missile Division, Headquarters AMC, AFPGC (Air Force 
Proving Ground Command), ADC, and the Hughes Aircraft 
Corporation met to work out detailed base supply procedures 
for supporting the Falcon, 124 The procedure developed at the 
meeting called for isola Hng all Falcon items locate d at base s 
in a structure called the test and support building so they 
would not be mixed with other stocks. All Falcon items 
would be identified as belonging to the weapon system. The 
bases would requisition all initial stocks and maintenance 
spares for common GSE (Ground Support Equipment) from 
the appropriate zonal AMA or depoL Items required for 
follow-on support would be requisitioned by the bases from 
a Falcon WSCC (Weapon System Control Center). 

(U) The plan designated thE" SBAMA Directorate of Supply 
and Se rvices as the Falcon WSCC, This center was to manage 
and control all Falcon supply actions, The base s would main
tain separate Falcon stock record cards so that consumption 
and inventory data could be computed easily and quickly. The 
plan placed the stockage objective for major items at 30 days 
and maintenance spares at 360 days. The Falcon WSCC would 
maintain world-wide stock balance and consumption reports 
and would forward the reports covering common ground support 
equipment to the AMA or depots re sponsible for the various 
items, 125 
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(U) Although never officially published by the Air Force, 
thesE" procedures Wf're used by the commands concerned when 
new Falcon squadrons were activated. 126 AMG and the com
mand to which the squadron was assigned (ADG or TAG) made 

. verbal agreements to cover the lack of official regulations. 127 

(U) Headquarters AMG, in a regulation dated 20 March 
1956, listed SBAMAI s r.esponsibilities in order to clarify the 
AMA's position as Falcon weapon system manager and to 
clarify its relationship with other depots and air mate riel 
areas" 128 The headquarters indicated that SBAMA was 
responsible for managing the weapon system's logistic sup
port and for determining whether or not contractor support 
was in the Air Force's best interest, It indicated that some 
of SBAMA' s specific duties were (J) to establish and maintain 
supply control over world-wide inventories of peculiar items 
and those common items required to support the Falcon effec
tively; (2) to compute both common and peculiar item require
ments; (3) to maintain at SBAMA, the contractor's facility, or 
some other storage point" a complete range of items required 
in dire ct suppo rt of the weapon s ys tern; (4) to contr 01 the ship
ment of reparable items; (5) to compile, publish, and distribute 
TTE's (Tentative Tables of Equipment); and (6) to control the 
initial distribution of missile components maintained at base 
or depot leveL 129 

(U~ At the same tim€', Headquarters AMC outlined a Falcon 
maintenance program. This program consisted of three major 
points. First it called for all organizational maintenance to 
be performed by the tactical units, Next, it required the units 
to complete all field maintenance On peculiar ground support 
equipment within thf':ir capabilitie s. LastlY:1 it called for con
tractor repair and overhaul of mi'ssile components at depot 
level until the Air Forc€' could establish its own repair 
capability. 130 

(U) SBAMA experienced delays when initiating procure-
ments becausf' new shipping instructions had to be sent through 
other prime depots in order to obtain packaging requirements. 131 
As a result, on 12 Januarv 1956 SBAMA asked Headquarters AMC 
for authority to control the packaging of all items used to support 
the Falcon" 132 On 10 February i 956 Headquarters AMC granted 
SBAMA the authority to approve peculiar item packaging and 
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packaging requirpmentsc Two weeks later, on 28 February, the 
headquarters granted SBAMA the samE" control over common item 
packaging 0 133 

(U) SBAMA originally shipped Falcon missiles, support items, 
and spare parts direct from the production line to using activitie s. 
This agreed with the Air Force IIfactory-to-userfl concept of dis
tribution. However, in March 1956 SBAMA signed a contract 
which authorized the prime contractor to distribute Falcon items. 134 
A number of factors led SBAMA to take this step. First, 80 per 
cent of the items that came off the production line were used by 
the contractor operated repair facility. Second, SBAMA had to 
find an intermediate storage point since continuous program 
changes made it impossible for the AMA to ship items direct 
from the production line 0 Third, studies completed by Hughes 
indicated that the Air Force could save money on forms and 
paper work if items were shipped from the contractor operated 
depot. However, SBAMA retained control over the receipt and 
distribution of all items stored and shipped by the contractor. 135 

(U) On 28 June 1957 Headquarters AMC realigned the weapon 
system responsibilities of the air materiel areas, As a result of 
the headquarter s realignment. re sponsibility for the GAR family 
of mis sHes was moved from SBAMA to the Middletown AMA. 136 
In place of the GAR family, SBAMA became responsible for 
ballistic mis sHe weapon systems" After June 1957 Headquarters 
AMC continued to assign all new model s of the Falcon missile to 
MAAMA .. 137 
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(S) Bv 1954 the United States had developed hydrogen bombs 
high in yield, low in weight, and small enough for missile air
frames" These advance s in nuclear warhead development made 
ballistic missiles practicaL A successful Russian hydrogen 
bomb test, completed in mid-August 1953, made their develop
ment not only desirable but necessary" As a result, on 21 June 
1954 the Air Force gave the development of an intercontinental 
ballistic missile (ICBM) a number one priority. '* 1 In September 
1955 the President approved a National Security Council recom
mendation that the ICBM project receive a number one national 
priority. 2 

(S) Funds expended by the Air Force probably best portray 
the acceleration in missile programs that followed. In Fiscal 
Year 1955 the Air Force released 298. 5 million dollars for the 
procurement of missiles and missile ground support equipmenL 
It raised this figure to 586.4 million dollars in Fiscal Year 1956, 
and to 1,392 billion dollars the following year, 3 The Fiscal Year 
1957 figure represented an expenditure of more than twice the 
amount released the preceding year and more than four times 
the amount expended two years earlier.*'*' 

(C) On 1 July 1954, a few weeks after the Air Force tagged 
the ICBM development project with a number one priority, the 
Air Research and Development Command (ARDC) activated its 
Western Development Division (WDD). This division became 
responsible for managing the ballistic missile development 

,*' The Air Force titled this development program "Project 
Atlas, " 

*~,~t; General E" W" Rawlings,., A.Me Commander, in a speech 
made at Salt Lake City, Utah. on 29 March 1958, described 
the rise in mis sile expenditures as follows: "Since 1953 our 
job has been increasingly influenced by the advent of missile s. 
In Fiscal Year 1953, about 2 cents of every defense procure
ment dollar was spent for missiles" In Fiscal Year 1959 that 
figure will be up to 24 cents of every defense dollar, and still 
rising> II 
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program and for fonnulating all initial operational, logistic, and 
training concepts~ 4 A few weeks after ARDC activated its western 

division., AMC created an aircraft project office (on 15 August 1954) 
as its we st coa st ballistic missile componenL 5 

T he Log] she Plan 

(S) Both WDD and AMC employed the RAND Corporation to 
assist in developing ballistic missile concepts, In March 1956 
personnel from RAND, WDD, Headquarters USAF, and BMO dis
cussed possible approaches which could be used to support ballistic 
missiles during their initial operational phase, The BMO repre
sentative s recommended the creation of a new support system 
based on the advanced procedures service tested one by one by 
AMC on various guided missiles during the last few years, 6 
They pointed out that, while AMC could not apply all of the pro
cedures to any of the older weapon systems, the advent of 
ballistic mi s sile s offere d an e xce llent opportunity for using 
all of the procedures at one time ARDC agreed, and asked 
the BMO to refine the concepts so they could be placed in 
balli sUe mis slle logIstic s plans 7 

(S:! The ICBM logistic plan, pubhshed by AMC in November 
1956, incorporated nothi.ng revolutionary nor extraordinary, The 
command had tne d almost all part s of the program on other 
weapon systems in its attempts to modernize Air Force logistics. 
The plan was based on maXImum use of electronic data process
ing equipment. minimum stock levels minimum pipeline time, 
direct support from sonrce to user minimum administration 
at the operatIonal level. and optimum use of contractor 
maintenance,,8 

IS,) Ballisnc miSSIles, however presented some peculiar 
implicahons First the operatIonal units required reliable 
and SWIft support Mannpd aIrcraft ,ould be launched and could 

The Spe clal A i1' craft ProJecf Offi CE' I SAPO) became the\Bal
liStH' lvlJssiles OfficE' (Rfvl0, in March 1956 and the Ballistic 
Missiles Center (RMC, Hl September 958 For a detailed 
descnptlon of the orgamzatlOn, duties and responsibilities 
of these uruts, see tIle RMe hlstoriE's In Headquarters AMC 
Hi s to ric a I Arc h:l \I e s , 
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complete missions \¥h.en some components of the weapon system 
were out of commb~lon, but a failure in any critical part of a 
ballistic mis sile I s ground equipment prevented the missile from 
leaving the groundo Too, the failure of an airborne component 
prevented the mis Aile from succe ssfully completing its mi ssiono 
It was impossible for units to recall a ballistic missile, once 
airborne., because of component malfunctiono Limited numbers 
of available missiles and the IS-minute reaction capability de
manded that all operational units possess enough properly func
tioning air and ground equipment to assure successful missions o 9 

(S) Air Force compression of ballistic missile development 
and te st programs produced a second peculiar requirement which 
called for new measures 0 The normal development patte rn usually 
took from 8 to 12 years and consisted of (1) a re search and devel
opment period, (2) an Operational Suitability Test (OST) period, 
and (3) a final period of varying lengths during which the Air 
Force made its decision on whether or not to produce for in
ventory" 10 Under this system the Air Force gathered rather. 
extensive logistics data on how to support the weapon during 
the development and OST phaseso The Air Force changed this 
time honored system for ballistic missiles to get weapons into 
the inventory within a shorter pe riod of time 0 The system the 
Air Force adopted for baUi stic missile s consisted of a research 
and development phase closely followed by an Initial Operational 
Capability (lOC) phase" 11 This IOC phase, while really a part 
of the research and development program, exhibited the same 
characteristlcs as the operational phase" It also marked the 
start of the operational build-upo The logistics system selected 
to support the weapon had to be created at the start of IOC and 
h~d to remain, es sentially, the same throughout the lOC and 
ope rational pha se s" 12 

(S) A third factor that made ballistic missiles rather 
unique was the fact that these missiles required a much higher 
percentage of extremely complex ground support equipment than 
manned aircrafL As a re sult, the cost of providing and support
ing the ne ce ssa rv ground equipment, in some case s, equaled the 
cost of the mis sile" Cost reduction, an extremely important 
item in the light of budgetary limits, required the Air Force 
to develop effective requirements determination techniques and 
the use of relatively new procurement and production conceptso 13 
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(S) One procur" ment technique the Air Force used consisted 
of purchasing oldy a minimum number of parts until designs be
came firm 0 14 This prevented the accumulation of large stocks 
of obsolete items, A second Air Force procurement technique 
was referred to as the Delayed Procurement Concept. This 
concept, while differing slightly in method, was de signed to 
serve almost the same purpose as the first plan. It required 
the Air Force to delay the procurement of any high cost spares 
as long as possible. This delay not only allowed programs to 
become firm and prevented the accumulation of excess stocks, 
but also allowed the Air Force to accumulate a maximum 
amount of spares usage data. This type of data allowed the 
Air Force to determine more accurately how many of the high 
cost spares would be required. 15 

(S) The Air Force also adopted two relatively new ballistic 
missile production plans. One of these called for the start of 
IOC production while mi s sile s we re still in the development and 
test phases. 16 As these phases progressed, manufacturers 
gradually increased thei r productive capacity. This consid
erably shortened the time normally following the te sting period 
required for the fabrication of production tooling. At the same 
time, ground equipment, subsystem, and component manufac
turers aligned their production programs with airframe pro
duction. 17 This provided the Air Force with a third method 
for preventing the accumulation of large stocks of obsolete 
items. The second plan was sometimes referred to as the 
Re spons} ve Production ConcepL It consisted of two parts--
(1) buying a portion of spares in unfabricated, unassembled 
form; and (2) holding this materiel at contractor's plants as 
buffer stoele 18 Use of this plan considerably reduced the 
lead time required for the production of spares. 

(S) The deployment pattern of ballistic missile units also 
created a rather unique situation. A number of factors dictated 
that ballistic missile units be scattered across the United States 
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and separated from each other, This separation from other 
organization s produced within each unit a tendency to accumu
late stocks for a possibl e II rainy day" It 19 Procuring enough 
initial spare s to support each individual unit and providing 
each unit with additional spare s to replace ob solete parts re
quired unlimited funds, Only by creating a support system 
which gua ranteed both adequate and timely support could AMC 
prevent stock hoarding and unnecessary duplication, AMC, to 
meet the requirements of speed and adequacy, created a logistic 
system which used source-to user support and airlift to cut sup
ply pipelines mobile maintenance teams and contractor mainte
nance to spepd repairs, and electronic data processing to speed 
re supply actions, 20 

How the System Worked 

(S) The ballistic missile logistic system worked something 
like this, ,Missile units, satellited on host bases, received nor
mal housekeeping support from the base, After initial issues, 
all items required for day-to-day operations were sent direct 
to the units by the weapon system manager, These were the 
items needed for missile launch and flighL Under the system, 
the Air Force held the weapon system managers and not the 
units accountable for these items, 21 Weapon system managers, 
on the basis of periodiC emergency and routine reports, auto
matically supplied the units, Electronic computing equipment 

}( The SAC preliminary operational plan for the Atlas (dated 15 
Mav 191)8) mdicat€"'d that thE-' following factors were of primary 
importanc€'" ln site evaluatlon 

f,l \ Economic Inv!?' stment 
1 a) Manpowe r 
Ib Avallable facilltles 
Ie) Avallable Air Fore€'" installations for 

support centers 
12\; OperatlOnal Conslderations 

I a ) V u In E-' r a1:11ll t v 

't» Target cov!?' ragE' 

{cl Cllmatic cond1tions 
(3 ~ Te chm cal Conslde ratlons 

la T€"'rraln features 
Geologl ca 1 formati on s to support massive 
construction 

141 Communil v Support 
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made resupplv a'lllliic since it provided the weapon system 
manager with all nect;;ssary information on each unit's needs. 
As a result, units did not have to submit formal requisitions 
through channe Is to obtain their operational supplie s" 22 

(S) Each unit performed only such maintenance which 
could be completed with avallable skills, facilities, and spares. 
Item s requinng maintenance beyond unit capability we re sent to 
appropriate contractors or depots for repair and return to stock. 
The weapon system manager" when it became impossible to for
ward items for repair" sent maintenance teams to the units. 
Within the United States" the Air Force used Logair to trans
port components to and from squadrons and the depot support 
agencies. The Air Force also used airlift to transport the 
weapons. 23 

(S) The weapon system managers monitored and con-
trolled all supply assets required in direct support of the 
weapons. These assets included all peculiar items furnished 
by airframe and associate contractors, standard Air Force 
items necessary for successful mission completion, and 
other items critical to missile and ground equipment opera
tiono AMC determined which of these critical items would 
bE' used most often and stored a small supply in Weapon Sys
tem Storage Sites (WSSS) which were managed and controlled 
by the weapon system managers. Placing such items in a 
WSSS made them available immediately and allowed the 
weapon system managers to exercise greater control over 
their movemenL Each operatIOnal unit maintained a lO-day 
supply of these fast moving items whIle the WSSS stocked a 
45 -dav supply When operational unitsrequi red a part, it 
was airlifted from the WSSS to the host base. At the base, 
personnel transferred the items from the aircraft to the 
veh:icles selected to carry the supplies to the unit. No need 
existed for these items to pass through the host base stock 
record accounts. Common and standard items not normally 
stocked in storage sites were airlifted from the appropriate 
AMA or depot, wherever located in the AMC system, to the 
host base 24 

(S» A fully integrated electronic data processing system, 
along with a communications system «transceiver network) 
linked the weapon svstem manager. the operating units, the 
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WSSS, and the apf-dH'able contractors, The Electronic Data 
Proce ssing Center allowed the- weapon system manager to con
trol all assets in the system and to know the exact location of 
each part at all times,25 

A New Possible Approach to Missile Support 

(U) The Logistics Plans Division of the Headquarters AMC 
Directorate of Plans and Programs completed a study in October 
1957 which deaa with the problem of providing support at missile 
site so This study listed two possible methods for supporting 
missile units.. The first method called for the establishment 
of an AMC Annex within a complex of sites to administer the 
logistic requirements of the area, The study recommended 
thi s type of support for tho se mis sile s small in num be r but 
high in cosC Second, it suggested that those missiles both 
high in cost and required in large numbers be supported by 
roving logistic teams, It indicated that the Logistic Support 
Manager (LSM) responsible for the missile would manage the 
support system and furnish all nece ssary equipment and 
personneL 26 

(U) While the study only pointed out that the roving teams 
it envisioned would be similar to the ones used by AMC to sup
port the Strategic and Tactical Air Commands, it discussed the 
stationary annex plan in detail, The annex plan pointed out that 
the establishment of a maintenance shop at the annex was an 
absolute necessity, Too, it contained a general guide for de
termining whether an item should or should not be repaired at 
the annex This guide called for the repair of items in the field 
if (1) the cost of repair fell below 65 per cent of the item!s orig
inal cost, or (2) the item was considered in critical short supply, 
or (3) tooling and facilities were available at the annex, The 
plan called for the activation of a non-permanent contractor re
pair team only to accomplish those engineering changes which 
were over and above AMC capability, 27 

(U) That portion of the annex plan dealing with supply 
pointed out that the supply organization would support both 

.,;> For a detailed discusf;ion of LSM's and LSM responsibilities, 
s e f': pp, 60- 61 , 
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mis sile site sand fY)amtenance shops" It indicated that the supply 

unit would maintain all area missile records and would operate 
and maintain the annex's transceiver station, 28 

(U) The plan's transportation section consisted, basically. 
of five main pOints, First, helicopters de signed to carry per
sonnel would be used to transport people from the annex to any 
mis sile sit€' requiring service" Second, helicopter s de signed 
to carry cargo would be used to furnish supplies to the sites 
when normal methods would take too long. Third, vans fitted 
to serv€' as portable supply and maintenance shops would be 
used on a regularly scheduled basis to service the sites, 
Fourth, trucks or helicopters would be used to move vans 
equipped to calibrate equipment from site to site. Finally, 
air transportation (preferably C-124 airplanes) should be 
available from the annex to the depot or contractor I s facility" 29 

(U) Headquarters AMC sent the BMO a copy of its study 
and asked for comments" The B MO replied that, while the 
study indicated that it discussed economical methods of main
taining new missiles, it actually examined "the ways in which 
the alternate methods of providing support would work. 1130 
The B MO pointed out, on the one hand, that SAC opposed the 
idea of establishing a support center or annex, but, on the other 
hand, ind] cated that SAC might consider their use if they 
proved feasiblf', Thp RMO concluded Hs analysis of the 
studv as follows 31 

In summation" we feel that the 
study leans more toward a discussion 
of the current approach being taken in 
the lCBM/JR.BM program than to indi
cate a new cour se of actlon to be followed, 
such a course of actlon being based on a 
bal ance betwee nth€' factors of economy 
and effectiveness We feel that the ac
tual mE'ri1 of ha v lng a rovlng team-type 
of suppa rt versus an "on Site" facilitv
tvpe AMC capabllitv will be demonstrated 
as a res1J]t of a chons now underwav in the 
ballistic fr)]ssllE s program 
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The Thor (SM-75) in England-
T e sting the Support System 

IV 

(S) The establishment of Thor bases in the United Kingdom 
became possible as a re sult of agreements signed by representa
tives of the two governments in February and June 1958. 32 Under 
the terms of the agreements, the United States consented to fur
nish all missiles and necessary special equipment, spare parts 
for five year s ope ration, modification kits, and to train Royal 
Air Force (RAF) personneL The United Kingdom, on the other 
hand, promised to furnish all necessary land and prepared sites, 
supporting facilities (including utilitie s and fixed installations), 
common ground support equipment" and some technical items. 
While the RAF controlled and manned the four squadrons, the 
USAF controlled all warheads 0 '* The governments agreed that 
mis sile s would be launched only by mutual consenL 33 

(S) The Air Force, anticipating the successful signing of 
both agreements, held a Thor logistics conference in London, 
England, at the end of January 1958. Personnel at this meet
ing agreed that point-to-point airlift would be used to the 
greatest extent possible for equipping the initial squadron at 
Feltwe1L They also agreed that the RAF station at Laken-
heath, England, would become the air head for Feltwell bound 
items. The planning dates used by the conferees for full deploy
ment of the four squadrons were Feltwell, December 1958; 
Hemswell, June 1959; Great Driffield, October 1959; and Dish
forth, March 19600 34 

(U) A few days after the meeting, the BMO, Air Force 
Ballistic Missile Division (AFBMD), and SAC-MIKE agreed 

,J,: While the February agreement indicated that the USAF 
would man and command the first squadron until RAF 
crews could be trained, the June agreement stated that 
the RAF would man and command all four squadrons 
from their inception., 

** The Air Force units repre sented at the conference were 
Headquarters USAF, Headquarters AMC, Headquarters 
SAC, Headquarters 3rd Air Force, Headquarters 7th Air 
Division. Headquarters AMFEA (Air Materiel Force, 
European Area), and Headquarters CAMAE (Central Air 
Materiel Area. Europe) 
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to establish a jomt llaison officE' in England following the same 
organizational structure as that used at Inglewood, * Each com
ponent comprising the Ballistic Mis sile s European Task Office 
(BME TO), the name as signed the Joint liaison office, reported 
to its parent commando AMC activated its component, the Bal
listic Missile Managers European Field Office (EFO), on 20 
April 1958,35 

Problem Areas 

(5) Thor supplie s began to flow into the United Kingdom in 
April 1958, and the first mis sile arrived four months later. 36 
As Summer progressed into fall, however, a number of prob
lems appeared which delayed completion of the first squadron. 
Some of these problems were (1) delays in equipment and spares 
shipments, (2) lack of blueprints and drawings, and (3) large 
numbers of necessary equipment modifications. 37 

(5) To some extent different causes accounted for each of 
the problems. However, there was one cause which helped 
create all of the problems 0 This was the Air Force attempt 
to establish an ope rational capability in the field before the 
completion of research and developmenL Directly related 
to this was the change made in operational dates for the first 
squadron from June 1959 to December 1958. These causes, 
in great measure, led to equipment shortages and delays in 
spares shipments, Manufacturer s, as a re sult of program 
compression. had not even designed some of the equipment 
to be used with the operational missile, In addition, they 
could not meet the production deadlines imposed by the new 
schedules. Other cause s, such as the diversionary effects 
of other missile projects along with transportation and 
handling problems" also contributed to the shortages and 
delays 0

38 

(5) While the governmental agreements required the 
first squadron to be fully deployed by 31 December 1958, 

'* These three units formed the ballistic missile complex at 
Inglewood .. California, and repT'e sented AMC, ARDC, and 
SAC. SAC-MIKE was the name Headquarters SAC assigned 
to its office at the complex. 
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only 1,728 line iter-os of an estimated 14,000 were on hand in 
the United Kingdom a t the end of the fir st week in December. 39 
The situation immediate ly improved, for by the middle of the 
following month, 40 per cent of all scheduled spare shad arrived. 
However~ not until the end of June did spares shipments match 
schedules" 40 The improvement in the spares situation resulted, 
in great pa Tt., from the actions agreed upon at an Air Force
contractor meeting called by the Ballistic Missile Manager 
(BMM) and held at the California ballistic missile complex. 
The se actions were (1) identification of those items that would 
not be available on target dates, (2) substitution of higher as
semblies for those lower components not available, (3) diver
sion of item s from installation and checkout (1& C), or re search 
and development production, and (4) closer monitoring of the 
program by the Air Force. 41 

(5) Equipment modification was another serious problem 
in the United Kingdom as a direct result of program compression. 
The 7th Air Division4: reported that, by the end of January 1959, 
the number of modifications required on airborne equipment 
reached 195, while ground equipment modifications totalled 
925,42 Of the 1, 120 total" only 222 were completed by the end 
of January 1959J and the situation promised to become much 
worse before it improved. A 7th Air Division description of 
the situation reported: 43 

Estimates presented by Douglas on 4 
March 1959 concerning the scope of modifi
cations to be ac complished after squadron 
turnover indicated that the number of man
hours required per position would approxi
mate 13,000. with one or more emplace
ments to be closed down for a total period 
estimated at 46 wor.kdays. It would there
fore take nine to ten months to complete 
the fJ:rst squadron. This program was 
considered unrealistic not only in view 

:~ SAC! s 7th Air Division, located in England" served as "quarter
back" for the Air Forct" Thor deployment team. It was respon
sible for supervising and monitoring the project to insure its 
sue ce s siul and timely conclusion, 
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of the mantlour requirements but because it 
would cause too many mis sile s to be non
ope rational at anyone time, Preliminary 
study was be gun on the matte r with a view 
to eliminating all modifications non-essential 
to an ope rational or maintenance capability, 
While no immediate solution was in sight, 
this question necessarily began to receive 
considerable attention in the spring of 1959, 

IV 

(5) Item identification, or the arrival of equipment in the 
United Kingdom without proper blueprints and drawings, also 
caused serious problem s for a short time. Two things accounted 
for this lack of proper documentation, First, program compres
sion did not allow contractors sufficient time to prepare prope r 
documents; and, secondly, contractors feared that the release 
of drawings would compromise proprietary information. This 
problem became somewhat acute in the ballistic missiles pro
gram, because of the many contractors" sub-contractors, and 
vendors involved. Not until the Air Force assured these manu
facturers that proprietary information would be protected did 
they withdraw all reservations about the release of drawings 
and blueprints, 44 On 4 March 1959 the Air Force formally 
transferred and the RAF accepted the first series of Thor 
materieL 4.5 

........-
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V. AMC MANAGEMENT AND LOGISTIC POLICIES 

Organizing for .Ballistic Missiles 

(C) At the same time tha t the Air Force elevated Proje ct 
Atlas'*' to its number one priority program on 21 June 1954, it 
made the Air Research and Development Command (ARDC) re
sponsible for completing the project. I Headquarte rs USAF 
directed ARDC to establish a west coast field office to manage 
and control the development program ~ 2 This included the de
velopment of ground support equipment and operational, logistic, 
and personnel concepts, ARDC complied with the Headquarters 
USAF request on 1 July when it activated the Western Develop
ment Division (WDD),. Six weeks later, on 15 August 1954, 
AMC created the Special Aircraft Project Office (SAPO) as 
its ballistic missile office on: the west coasL 3 

(U) Headquarter s AMC authorized the special proje ct 
office to pe rform, within limits all elements of the command's 
procurement functions. This included the authority to is sue 
letter contracts" approve definitive contracts below $350,000, 
appoint contra cting officers, make dete rminations in support 
of contracts., determine contractor financial resources and 
production capabilitie s, authorize sole procurements, approve 
requests for normal progress payments, sign purchase requests, 
and issue stop-work orders, 4 In addition, the headquarters au
thorized SAPO to represent the command in weapons phasing 
groups. and in the areas of spare parts provisioning, and pro
duction administration, 5 On all of these matters SAPO reported 
to the headquarters Dire etor of Procurement and Production and 
served as an extension of that office 0 

(U) The SAPO Chief also served as the AMC Commander's 
special asslstant for ballistic missiles; and, as a special assist
ant, reported directly to the Commander, However, the Com
mander did not authorize SAPO to perform the full range of 

The name the Air Force as signed to its long range ballistic 
missile development program, 
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AMC logistic functlOns, He limited SAPO's actions in this area 
',- to identifying those items which required command support and 

to notifying the appropriate headquarters staff agency as promptly 
as pos sible, 6 

The Gillette Report 

(S) The long range or inter- continental ballistic missile 
(ICBM) development project moved from a top-priority Air 
Force program to the number one national project in Septem
ber 1955" At the same time, the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
asked the Secretary of the Air Force to recommend actions or 
administrati ve changes which would help accelerate the pro
gram. 7 Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Research and 
Development) Trevor Gardner, anticipating such a request, 
established a working group just a few days earlier. 8 This 
group, later called the Gillette Committee, studied the re
lated problems of admjnistrative changes and program 
acceleration. The committee completed its work late in 
October 1955 and sent its recommendations to Secretary of 
Defense Wilson, On 8 November Secretary Wilson approved 
those recommendations which concerned his office and, at 
the same time, assigned the development of a land based 
intermediate range ballistic missile (IRBM) to the Air Force. 9 
As a result of the new assignment, the Air Force revised its 
plan. Air Force Secretary Quarles approved the revised plan 
on 14 November 1955 and asked the Chief of Staff to issue all 
necessary directives, 10 General Thomas Do White, Vice 
Chief of Staff issued these di r.ectives on 18 Novembe r 1955. 11 

(S) The Gillette Report recommended that both the Secre-
tary of Defense and Secretary of the Air Force establish new 
committees for handling ballistic missile matters. 12 It sug-
ge sted that each committee serve as the single program review 
and approval authority at its leveL In addition, it suggested 
that the committee established within the Office of the Secretary 
of Defense (OSD) serve as the Air Force Secretary's single point 
of contact at that level, The Gillette Report also recommended 
tha t the Chief of Staff take:' the:' following actions; (1) place the 
Office of the As sistant Chief of Staff for Guided Missile s in 
charge of the haHi stie missile program within Headquarters 
USAF; (2) delegate to the ARDC Commander the responsibility 
for creating an initial ballistic missile operational capability 
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"in the close st harmony with A Me SAC, ATC and other com-
mands conee rned!', and (3) extend ARDC re sponsibility to include 
all steps n€"cessary for establishing an early ballistic missile 
operational capability.] 3 The report indicated that it considered 
the preparation and submis sion of development plans - - consisting 
of individual operational, logistic, training, and facilities plans-
as one of these steps. It also called for the establishment of bal
listic missile offices in each of the air commands directly con-
ce rned with the development of an operational ballistic missile. 14 

Creation of the Ballistic Missiles Office (BMO) 

(Up On 15 March 1956 AMC, following the Gillette Report 
recommendations., expanded its west coast project office into 
the Ballistic Missiles Office, 15 As a result of the changes, the 
BMO Chief (Brigadier General Ben I Funk) reported to the 
Headquarters AMC Director of Procurement and Production 
as the Deputy Director for Ballistic Missiles, However, the 
change did not alter the BMO Chief's status as the AMC Com
mander's special assistanL At the same time that it created 
the BMO, Headquarters AMC authorized it to perform the full 
range of the command's logistic functions, All of the BMO's 
actions in this area, however, were to be coordinated with the 
headquarters directorate and staff offices, the depots, and the 
air materiel areas. 16 In November 1956 the AMC Commander 
appointed the HMO Chief the AMC ballistic missile weapon sys
tem manager. 17 Both the WnD Commander and the BMO staff 
recommended this appointment during the preceding months. 18 

Development of Logistic Support 
Management (LSM) 

(U) Starting in 1952" Headquarters AMC decentralized many 
procurement, supply, and maintenance functions to its air mate
riel areas and depots. At the same time, the Air Force started 
to make greate r use of the weapon system approach. Under this 
system the Air Force placed re sponsibility for the development 
of all parts of a new weapon in the hands of the prime or air
frame contractor 0" As a re sult AMC began to slant its support 

---------------,--~~-------------

For a fuller discus sion of weapon systems,. see pp. 9-110 
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of weapons arolmd a single manager for each weapon system. 

This, in turn, led to a system where one air materiel area sup
ported all of the weapon sy stems produced by the same prime 
contractor ~ 

(U) In May 1955 AMC began to refer to those air materiel 
areas assigned prime re sponsibilities for an aircraft, mis sile, 
drone, or engine as Lead Air Materiel Areas (LAMAL 19 Head
quarters AMC assigned a LAMA prime responsibility for a weapon 
as soon as the Air Force selected the contractoro Normally, a 
headquarters Weapon System Project Office (WSPO) retained 
executive management c.ontrol of the weapon system during the 
development and early production stage s. It usually transferred 
this control to a LAMA when the weapon system be came an in
service modeL At this point, the LAMA really began to perform 
its support dutie so Prior to the transfer of management re spon
sibility .. the LAMA was represented in the WSPO only through 
membership in the Weapon System Phasing Group. However, 
it did serve as the AMC pOint of contact for the using commands 
and for industry on such matters as ground support equipment 
requirements" types of maintenance, and logistic support plans. 20 

Creating the LSM 

(U) Because AMC kept the development of missiles under 
close scrutiny it decided in June 1957 to re-examine its logistic 
poEde s in order to determine their applicability to the new 
weapons 0 The command felt this examination nece ssary since 
it developed these policies during the manned aircraft era. 
After studying the problem, the command concluded that it 
did not have to revise its policy of maintaining an "in-house" 
support capability for first line weapons. 21 At the same time, 
AMC designated individual air materiel areas as managers for 
specific Illissile groups or families.. This changed the old sys
tem of managing according to prime contractoro The command 
based its new assignments on the ability of the air materiel area 
to provide "in-house" support from available re sources. 22 The 
new as signments Headquarters A.MC made were as follows: 23 
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Miss]].e Family 

Guided Air Rocket (GAR» 
Guided Air Missile (GAM) 
Tactical Mis sile (TM) 
Inte rceptor Mis sile (1M) 
Cruise Strategic Mis sile (SM) 
Ballistic Strate gic Missile (SM) 

Air Materiel Area 

Middletown 
Oklahoma City 
Warner Robins 
Ogden 
Ogden 
San Bernardino 

v 

(U) Three air materiel areas (San Antonio, Mobile. and Sac-
ramento) did not receive missile assignments, General E, Wo 
Rawlings, the AMC Commander, indicated that the se materiel 
areas received no missile assignments because manned aircraft 
still formed the Air Force's first line of defense and the com
mand had to re serve certain AMA' s for their repair and over
hauL 24 General Rawlings pointed out that these materiel areas 
would receive missile assignments as more missiles replaced 
manned aircraft in the Air Force inventory,25 

(U) Headquarters AMC, when it assigned the weapon families, 
informed the air materiel areas that they were responsible for in
suring complete support of the weapon package for its inventory 
Ufeo 26 It designated the air materiel area comma:pder aSSigned 
a missile family as the Logistic Support Manager (LSM) for that 
familyo 27 Each LSM became responsible for supporting its 
weapons throughout the world, 

Clarifying Management Responsibilities 

(U) AMC, in November 1957, was still trying to determine 
exactl y what impact mis siles would have on the Air Force logis
tics system, The command realized that. because of missiles, 
Air Force requirements for facilitie Sil personnel, reaction time, 
and data proces sing WOUld, in the near future, undergo significant 
changes, It listed such factors as differences in operational re
quirements and practice s between manned aircraft and mis sile s 
as causing the se change s in Air Force requirements. Of primary 
concern. to the command at the time were the organizational changes 
it would have to make in order to meet the missile challenge 
succe s sfull y, 28 

(U) On 19 March 1958 Headquarters AMC, to clarify LSM 
responsibilities, forwarded a logistic support policy letter to 
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all air materiel areas and depots. 29 This policy letter pointed 
out that the LSM's duties consisted of (1) planning, forecasting, 
and computing requirements for all materiel and services, both 
peculiar and common, required for the direct support of assigned 
weapons; (2) budgeting, funding, supplying, and maintaining all 
peculiar materiel and services; (3) determining whether depot 
level support would be provided "in-house" or by contract; (4) 
procuring peculiar materiel and services, subject to Headquar
ters AMC approval; and (5) training personnel to perform all 
support functions. 30 It indicated that AMC normally estab
lished, with Headquarte rs USAF approval, all initial spe cialized 
"in-house" maintenance facilities at the air materiel area desig
nated as the LSM. The letter pointed out, however, that, at 
times, the command might consider it more prudent to use 
depot or AMA facilities other than those located at the LSM. 31 
When this occurred, the depot or air materiel area performing 
work for an LSM o the r than itself served as a subcontractor to 
the LSM. An LSM subcontracted work to other depots or air 
materiel areas only with the approval of Headquarters AMC. 32 

(U) Air Materiel Area Reorsanization. From June through 
September 1958 AMC worked on various proposals for reorganiz
ing the air materiel areas in order to separate their world-wide 
logistic support re sponsibilities from their depot industrial 
ope rations. The subject of air mate riel area reorganization 
along these lines was discussed within Headquarters AMC on 
two occasions: (1) when the command received control of the 
oversea depots, and (2) when the command began to phase out 
these depots. This reorganization, headquarters felt, would 
allow the AMA Commanders to devote more time to their world
wide logi stic support re sponsibilitie s. 33 

(U) General E. W. Rawlings, the AMC Commander, decided 
on 28 May 1958 to establish a board of General Officers to study the 
air materiel area reorganization problem. This board* met for 

'* The board members were Major General E. W. Anderson, 
the San Bernardino AMA Commander; Major General A. V. p" 
Anderson, the Warner Robins AMA Commander; Major Gen
eral G. E. Price, the Sacramento AMA Commander; Major 
General T. C. Odom, the San Antonio AMA Commander; 
and Major General P. E. Ruestows the Headquarters AMC 
Director of Personnel and Support Operations. 
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two days during the becond week of June and concluded that AMA 
reorganization was timely, de sirable, and feasible 0

34 It recom
mended a two-phase reorganization: (1) an immediate partial 
change, (2) a more complete eventual change, 35 One member 
of the board, Major General A .. V. p, Anderson, did not agree 
with the recommendations, General Anderson felt that the com
mand should implement no reorganization at the time because of 
the disruptive impact it would have on personneL He also felt 
that the re suIting improvements did not justify this disruption, 
and that the quality of logistic support granted customers would 
be drastically cut as a result of the change, 36 

(U) A Headquarters AMC working group grappled with the 
AMA reorganization problem for two weeks and came up with a 
plan on 2 July 1958,37 This plan, sent to the command's field 
units for comment, gave birth to a range of answers which 
varied from wholehearted acceptance to definite refusaL 38 
However, five of the units did agree that weapon system man
agement should be separated from depot operations 039 On 30 
July the Board of General Officers rejected the working group's 
reorganization plan, but, at the same time, recommended that 
each air materiel area and depot establish a Directorate of Lo
gistics Support Management. 40 Discussion of the problem con
tinued within AMC 0 At an Executive Control MeetIng (ECM) held 
on 30 September the AMC Commander decided to go ahead and 
agreed to establish the new directorate on 1 January 1959. 41 

. This new directorate became the central point of contact for all 
world-wide logistic matters within the air materiel areas and 
depots, 

(U) Missile Maintenance Policy, The Director of Mainte-
nance Engineering, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Materiel, 
attempted to clarify missile maintenance policy in a letter, dated 
15 May 1958, sent to all major commands" 42 This Headquarters 
USAF policy stated that the using commands were responsible for 
all organizational level maintenance, It announced that this main
tenance included preflights, periodic inspections, routine site . 
servicing, preventive maintenance.) and the removal and replace
ment of specified components, It Limited using command field 
level maintenance to such things as missile assembly, major 
periodic inspe ctions, te chnical order compliance, and the repair 
of components and pa rts, To clarify what it meant by the repair 
of components and parts. the policy pointed out that using 
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commands could perform field maintenance on these items only 
if the repairs (1) were practical and did not affect the weapon's 

\..... reliability; (2) did not require the creation of large stocks of 
peculiar hi-value items; and (3) did not require special skills. 
facilities, tools, and test fixtures above the number normally 
assigned to a unit, 43 

(U) Headquarters USAF, to standardize organizational and 
field maintenance, directed AMC to develop, by missile type, a 
maste r list of the items which could be repaired by using com
mands o It made AMC and the prime contractors responsible 
for the major repair, overhaul, and modification of sub-systems 
and major assemblies. However, it indicated that AMC would 
manage all depot level maintenance programs, whether per
formed by contractors or the Air Force. 44 

(U) In October 1958, five months after Headquarters USAF 
announced its missile maintenance policy, Headquarters AMC 
prepared a paper to clarify the command is position on depot 
maintenance. Air Force headquarters approved the paper 
and cleared it for inse rtion into the USAF Mate riel Guide. 45 

(U) The first part of the AMC paper contained some of 
the command's ideas on the factors which shaped Air Force 
logisticso The se were: 46 

ao Air Force weapons systems are under
going rapid technological improvement. 
The decision to produce in quantity for 
the AF inventory must usually be delayed 
until testing has proven the worth of the 
weapon system and its proper role in the 
arsenal of defense 0 

bo .Mass production of air weapons is no 
longer necessary; fewer can deliver 
tremendous destructive power. 

Co First line tactical weapon systems are 
deployed around the world and are on a 
constant ale rt as a dete rrent for ce , 
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do Strategic planning indicated a short 
decisive period in global waro The 
logistic impact is that the decisive 
pe dod will be won with the force 
which is in being and operationally 
ready at that moment" 

eo Logistic support systems must match 
the weapon systems in aspects of speed 
and precision. Operational readiness 
of the air fleet is adversely affected by 
a logistic system which cannot provide 
positive, accurate, and timely support, 

L Management of the AF (AMC) logistic 
support is an inherent military respon
sibility and cannot be redelegated, 

g. The Air Force and the Department of 
Defense have determined the need for 
and provided an Air Force (AMC) re
pair establishment responsive to mili
tary needs, 

v 

(U) The pape r emphasized that the Air Force must establish 
an "in-house" capability for total management of maintenance 
engineering program s. It also emphasized that the Air Force 
must always possess the capacity to direct, approve, and con
trol its programs to assure their continuous support. It pOinted 
out that the Air Force could use a single repair source or a 
balanced combination of four source s - -Air Force depots, com
mercial manufacturing facilities, commercial maintenance 
facilities, other governmental agencies--to perform necessary 
maintenance or modifications" It referred to this balanced 
combination as the "best mix, II In addition, the paper disclosed 
that AMC considered a number of factors before determining 
what single or combination of SOurces to use 0 The se factors 
were (I) the timing and required degree of support, (2) military 
requirements and their impact on national security, (3) nature 
of the weapon's mission, (4) military significance of the pro
gram, (5) the weapon1s programmed inventory strength. (6) 
projected first and second line life of the weapon, (7) relative 
reliability and availability of contract and depot support under 
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emergency conditi ons" (8) depot and contractor re source s, (9) 
contract and depot facility requirements~, (10) stability of the 
weapon's configuration, and (11) overall contractor and depot 
costs. 47 

(U) The paper described the framework within which a 
support program would operate in the event the Air Force de
cided to use interim contractor support for peculiar items. 
It emphasized that contractor developed programs would use, 
to the greate st extent possible" available skills, equipment, 
and resources. It also announced that contractors would not 
generally be provided permanent maintenance facilities or 
equipment. While the paper did not completely rule out this 
type of support, it indicated that, all things being equal, the 
Air Force preferred to have permanent facilities constructed, 
at government installations rathe r than on private property. 48 

(U) The October 1958 AMC Policy Letterso During October 
1958 Headquarters AMC again attempted to clarify its policies 
and management procedures. On 24 October Lieutenant General 
W, F" McKee, the AMC Vice Commander, sent a letter to the 
command's field units o The purposes of General McKee's 
letter were 49 

a. To re state basic AMC logistic support 
concepts and policie s. 

b. To realign certain responsibilities 
among the command's managerial and 
operating activities, 

c. To delineate the relationships among 
and between these activities in the ex
ecution of these concepts and policies. 

(U) The letter announced that each air materiel area and 
depot possessed three essential 't"esponsibilities. These were 
first" worldwide management of weapon systems or commodity 
classes; second, operation of industrial facilities such as main
tenance shops and supply warehouses; and third, command of 
assigned personnel, units., and installations. In addition, the 
Vice Commander's letter described the command's procedure 
for supporting weapon systems. During the development and 
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early production phcL:ies" the AMC, BMC, Aeronautical Systems 
Center (ASC), or Home Air Materiel Area Commander managed 
the system, This management responsibility shifted to the air 
materiel area or depot commander designated the LSM when the 
weapon system be came ope rationaL ** The LSM, in turn, sup
ported the weapon system for the remainder of its inventory 
life, 50 

(U) General McKee's letter also pointed out that since com-
modity class managers (CCM) served as subcontractors to the 

*' AMC General Order #97" dated 15 September 1958, both 
created this organization and changed the Balli stic Mis
siles Office into the Ballistic Missiles Center, The gen
eral order outlined the ASC's responsibilities as follows: 

This activity is responsible for the 
acquisition and delivery of Aeronautical 
Weapons and Support Systems and will 
manage the operational activities perti
nent to Procurement, Production, Supply, 
Maintenance, to attain integration of Air 
Force effort during the development and 
production phase s in the field of Aeronau
tical Weapons and Support Systems, 

**' The letter described management responsibility as follows: 

AF-WP-O-NOY 59 500 

Management re sponsibility includes 
the planning,) organizing, coordinating, 
controlling, and dire cting of those op
erations necessary to accomplish the 
as signed mission, in this instance the 
logistic support of the USAF upon the 
basis of assigned weapon support sys
tems or commodity classes of materieL 

The objective of management is 
unified, economic} and coordinated 
effort, oriented in this instance toward 
the provision of logistic support to the 
combat commands, .Management re spon
sibility at the AMA/ AFD level, therefore, 
also includes the resolution of problems 
encountered in providing that logistic sup
port to combat commands, 
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LSM's they must be'esponsive to their needs. It explained that 
commodity classma.nagers were the air materiel area or depot 
commanders who managed individual items or related groups of 
items (property classes). When economically feasible, Head
quarters AMC assigned commodity management re sponsibility 
for items peculiar to a weapon or support system to the respon
sible LSM o The letter described the CCM as the "major internal 
management element within AMC~ n51 

(U) Although the Vice Commander's letter listed five appen-
dices" it contained only one" This appendix was devoted to supply 
and contained, basically, the same information as a letter signed 
by Major General F. J. Dau, the Headquarte rs AMC Director of 
Supply. and sent to the field three days earlier. 52 

(U) General Dau's 21 October letter outlined the command's 
future policy for assigning commodity class management re spon
sibility in the areas of supply and maintenance engineering, It 
indicated, just as did the 24 October letter, that the policy's 
general objective was to streamline the support system. To 
accomplish this, it placed commodity class management respon
sibility for a weapon system! s pe culiar items with the LSM for 
the system. General Dauls letter listed the areas of responsi
bility for management groups such as LSM's, CCM's, Engine 
Managers (EM), Nuclear Ordnance Commodity Managers 
(NOCM), and Armament System Managers (ASM). In addition, 
it outlined the procedures for changing from the old to the new 
systemu 53 

(U) General E" W. Rawlings,! the AMC Commander, dis-
cussed the command's future development in a brochure, dated 
27 February 1959, and sent to the Chief of Staff. 54 General 
Rawlings pointed out that the Air Force possessed. in AMC, 
the necessary logistic organization to effectively support a 
global combat force. He further indicated that the LSM served 
as the command's key element in providing this effective support. 
General Rawlings expressed this as follows: 55 
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The Air Materiel Command is dedi
cated to the proposition that the most effe c
tive support can be furnished to all combat 
for ce s by placing each combat unit com
mander in direct contact with a single 
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individual within the logistic system whose 
sole dUhl s the solution of support problems 
associated with the command's specific type 
and model of weapon system, We call this 
individual a Logistic Support Manager, His 
responsibility recognizes no barrier of time 
or distance, He is available around-the
clock to meet the logistic requirements of 
his specified custome rs 0 We are constant
ly trying to provide him with the most ad
vanced tools of his trade in the fields of 
logistic communication, data processing 
and transportation, He is empowered to 
furnish materiel support and services di
rectly to his customers in accordance with 
exactly the same priorities that they, as 
combat units, are accorded in force struc
ture precedences, 

One of the most important attitudes 
we can adopt towards improving both the 
effe ctivene s sand effi ci.ency of the se Lo
gistic Support Managers is an unwavering 
determination to support them wi'th an in
tegrated, military-operated logistic struc
ture of appropriate capability, 

v 

(U) Air Materiel Command Regulation (AMCR) #400 - 10 Head-
quarters AMC 9 in November 1959, again realigned its logistic 
management re sponsibilitie sand attempte d to clarify procedure s 
through publication of re gulation #400- L This regulation (1) con
solidated information published earlier (it replaced 15 Headquarters 
AMC letters), {2} introduced some new factors into the command's 
management structure (3) changed the name of Commodity Class 
Managers to Inventory Managers (lM' s), and (4) changed the name 
of the air materiel area and depot Directorate of Logistic Support 
Management (D/LSMp to the Directorate of Materiel Management 
(D/ MM)" It also described the responsibilities and dutie s of the 
various management elements in the system and explained their 
relationships, In addition" AMCR #400 -1 outlined the ground 
rules for assigning Specialized Repair Activity (SRA) functions 
to air materie,~ areas and depots, 56 
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(U) The regulation established a support system which con
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ment as Inventory Management" It assigned items to the air 
materiel areas and depots according to (1) Federal Supply 
Groups (FSG's) or Federal Supply Classes (FSC's), (2) special 
groups or designations, and (3) Materiel Aggregation Codes 
(MAC' s) The 1M air materiel area or depot rathe l' than the 
LSM became the contact point for the worldwide users of those 
items for which it was responsible. In those cases where an 
air materiel area or depot served both as the LSM for a weapon 
system and the 1M for related items, the regulation required 
that the 1M functions be separated from the LSM functions, 57 

(U) AMCR #400-1 contained six attachments" These 
attachments listed the AMA I S assigned Logistic Support Man
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